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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a ﬁnite primitive permutation group on a set . One of the
ﬁrst facts one meets in Wielandt’s book [41] is that every nontrivial normal
subgroup of G is transitive. In this paper we study primitive groups which
possess a transitive subgroup which is core-free, i.e., contains no nontriv-
ial normal subgroup of G. Work on such groups, particularly on primitive
groups which have a regular subgroup, goes back to Schur and Wielandt
(see, for example, [41, Chap. 4]). Indeed, it was in an attempt to extend
some of this classical work that we began this investigation.
If B is a transitive subgroup of G, and α ∈ , then G has a factorisation
G = GαB. In the case where G is an almost simple group, all maximal
factorisations of G are given by [29]; in particular, all possibilities for G
and Gα for which there is a factorisation G = GαB, with B core-free, are
determined by [29; 31, Corollary 2]. We therefore concentrate on primitive
groups G which are not almost simple. As is well known, such groups have
socle soc G ∼= Tk, where T is a simple group and k ≥ 2.
Given a nontrivial normal subgroup N of soc G, it is often possible to
ﬁnd a transitive core-free subgroup of G containing N (see Example 2.2
below for some examples where this can be done). Thus the basic ques-
tion we pose is the following: which primitive groups G possess a transi-
tive subgroup which contains no nontrivial normal subgroup of soc G?
By Proposition 2.1 below, every nontrivial subnormal subgroup of G nec-
essarily contains a nontrivial normal subgroup of soc G, so an equivalent
question is:
Which primitive groups G possess a transitive subgroup which
contains no nontrivial subnormal subgroup of G?
Our main result, Theorem 1, shows that such primitive groups are, per-
haps surprisingly, rather rare, and that the occurrence of such transitive
subgroups is intimately connected with factorisations of almost simple
groups. We obtain a corollary on primitive groups with regular subgroups
(Corollary 3).
Heavily involved in our proof are some new results on subgroups of
simple groups of order divisible by various primes (see Theorem 4 below
and its corollaries). For example, Corollary 6 states that for every simple
group T apart from L28, L33, U33, and L2p with p a Mersenne
prime, there is a collection  consisting of two or three odd prime divisors
of T , such that if M is a subgroup of T of order divisible by every prime
in , then M is divisible by all the prime divisors of T , and Corollary 5
gives a classiﬁcation of such subgroups M .
The O’Nan–Scott theorem (see [28]) classiﬁes primitive groups into var-
ious types: almost simple type, simple diagonal type, wreath type, twisted
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wreath type, and afﬁne type. (More discussion of these will be given later in
the introduction.) We now present some examples of various of these types
of primitive groups G which have transitive subgroups containing no sub-
normal subgroup of G. For reference purposes we begin with the almost
simple examples discussed above.
Example 1.1 (almost simple examples). Let G be almost simple with
socle T , and suppose that G = MB, where MB are subgroups of G not
containing T , andM is maximal. Then B is a transitive subgroup ofG acting
(by right multiplication) on the coset space  = 	G M
 = Mg  g ∈ G.
All such GM are determined by [29] (see also [31, Corollary 2]).
Example 1.2 (simple diagonal type examples, I). Let T be a non-
abelian simple group, k ≥ 2, and let D = t t     t  t ∈ T < Tk, a
diagonal subgroup of Tk. Let  be the coset space 	Tk  D
, and deﬁne
Dk T  = NSym Tk. Then Dk T  ∼= Tk · OutT × Sk, a primitive
group of simple diagonal type (see the beginning of Section 4 for more
details).
Now suppose that k = 2 and T = B1B2, a factorisation of T as a product
of proper subgroups B1 B2. Then the subgroup B = B1 × B2 of the socle
T 2 of D2 T  is transitive on  (see Example 4.1 for a proof). More gen-
erally, suppose that there is an almost simple group A with socle T , such
that A has a factorisation A = A1A2, where TA1 = TA2. For i = 1 2 let
Bi = Ai ∩ T . For each a ∈ A1 there exists ta ∈ T such that taa ∈ A2. Deﬁne
a subgroup B of D2 T  by
B = B1 × B21 taa a  a ∈ A1
Then B is transitive on  (see Example 4.1 again).
Example 1.3 (simple diagonal type examples, II). Suppose that T is a
nonabelian simple group with subgroups B1 B2 B3 such that
T = B1B2 ∩ B3 = B2B1 ∩ B3 = B3B1 ∩ B2
In the terminology of [3] we say that the subgroups B1 B2 B3 form a strong
triple-factorisation of T . Then the subgroup B = B1 × B2 × B3 of T 3 is a
transitive subgroup of D3 T  (see Example 4.2 for a proof). More gen-
erally, if some cyclic extension T ϕ of T (where ϕ ∈ AutT ) has a strong
triple factorisation with subgroups B1ϕ, B2ϕ, B3tϕ (where the Bi are
proper subgroups of T and t ∈ T ), then the subgroup
B = B1 × B2 × B31 1 tϕϕϕ ≤ D3 T 
is transitive. All strong triple-factorisations of ﬁnite almost simple groups
have been determined in [3, Theorem 1.2]. We summarise the possibilities
in Table 1. Note that if a proper cyclic extension of T admits a strong
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TABLE 1
Strong Triple-Factorisations
T B1 B2 B3 Comments
A6 A5 L25 S3  S2 ∩A6 only for S6
Sp4a2 Sp2a42 O−4a2 O+4a2 a ≥ 2
Sp62 G22 O−6 2 O+6 2
P+8 3 73 Pα1 +8 2 T T2 or T22,
α a triality
triple-factorisation, then the group is either T2 = S6 or T2 = P+8 32
(and each of these groups has a strong triple-factorisation).
Example 1.4 (wreath examples). If Go is a primitive permutation
group on o having a transitive subgroup Bo, then the primitive group
Go  Sk, in its product action on ko , has Bko as a transitive subgroup. In
particular, this construction applies if Goo is one of the groups in
Example 1.1, 1.2, or 1.3.
We now state our main result. In the statement, T is a non-abelian simple
group; by an “automorphism group of T ,” we mean a subgroup X of AutT
containing T (identiﬁed with the inner automorphism group InnT ); and
by a “factorisation” of such a group X, we mean an expression X = AB,
where neither A nor B contains T .
Theorem 1. Let G be a ﬁnite primitive permutation group, and suppose
that G has a transitive subgroup B which contains no nontrivial normal sub-
group of soc G. Then one of the following holds:
(i) almost simple and wreaths: G is almost simple, and has a factori-
sation, as in Example 1.1, or G ≤ Go  Sk in product action on ko (k > 1),
where Go is almost simple and primitive on o, soc G = soc Gok, and
Goo has a transitive core-free subgroup as in Example 1.1;
(ii) simple diagonals: G ≤ DmT  with soc G = Tm, and either
m = 2 and T (or some automorphism group of T ) has a factorisation, as in
Example 1.2, or m = 3 and T (or some automorphism group of T ) has a
strong triple-factorisation, as in Example 1.3;
(iii) compound diagonals: G ≤ Go  Sk in product action on ko
(k > 1), where Goo = DmT  with m = 2 or 3, and soc G =
soc G0k = Tmk;
(iv) afﬁne: G is of afﬁne type, of degree pk (p a prime), where k ≥ 4
if p is odd, and k = 3 or k ≥ 5 if p = 2.
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Remarks. (1) A partial converse of the theorem is true: in cases (i)
and (ii), examples exist of transitive subgroups containing no nontrivial nor-
mal subgroup of soc G: this follows from Examples 1.1–1.4. In case (iv),
if G is the full afﬁne group, examples are constructed in [13]. In case (iii),
it follows from Examples 1.2–1.4 that such transitive subgroups exist if T
or some automorphism group has a factorisation (m = 2) or strong triple-
factorisation (m = 3). It may well be that one can prove that in case (iii)
such factorisations must occur, but we have not done this.
(2) In part (ii) of the theorem, our proof shows that all transitive
subgroups of D2 T  and D3 T  are contained in transitive subgroups of
the form given in Examples 1.2, 1.3 above (this follows from Lemmas 4.3,
4.7, and 4.8). However, in the wreath cases in (i) and (iii), not all transitive
subgroups need arise as in Example 1.4—see for instance Examples 3.1
and 5.1. The latter example shows the existence of transitive subgroups
B ≤ Go  Sk, where Go = D2 T  and T has a factorisation, for which the
projection of B ∩ soc G to each of the k direct factors soc G0 = T 2
contains at least one of the simple direct factors T .
(3) In [5], Baumeister considers a related problem: she determines
all factorisations G = GαGτα, where G is a primitive group on a set ,
α ∈ , and τ is an automorphism of G.
As mentioned in Remark 1 above, our conclusion in case (iii) of
Theorem 1 does not assert the existence of factorisations of T (or some
automorphism group) when m = 2, or of strong triple-factorisations when
m = 3. We believe that a stronger version of (iii), which includes such
assertions, may well be true, but we have only managed to prove this in
the case when the transitive subgroup is assumed to lie in soc G. Here is
the statement:
Theorem 2. Let G be a ﬁnite primitive permutation group, and suppose
that soc G has a transitive subgroup B containing no nontrivial normal sub-
group of soc G. Then one of the following holds:
(i) G is almost simple, and T = soc G has a factorisation T = TαB;
(ii) G ≤ D2 T  or D3 T , with soc G = T 2 or T 3, and T has a
factorisation or a strong triple-factorisation, respectively;
(iii) G ≤ Go  Sk in product action on ko (k > 1), where soc G =
soc Gok and Goo is as in (i) or (ii).
Theorem 1 has the following consequence concerning primitive groups
which contain regular subgroups.
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Corollary 3. Let G be a ﬁnite primitive permutation group, and suppose
G has a regular subgroup B. Then one of the following holds:
(i) G is almost simple with an exact factorisation G = GαB (i.e., such
that Gα ∩ B = 1);
(ii) G ≤ Dl T   Sk with soc G = T lk (l ≥ 2 k ≥ 1);
(iii) G is of twisted wreath type or afﬁne type;
(iv) G ≤ Go  Sk (k ≥ 2) in product action on k0 , where soc G =
soc Gok, Go is almost simple and primitive on 0, and Go0 has a
transitive core-free subgroup.
In cases (i), (ii), and (iii), there exist regular subgroups (regular normal
in (iii)).
The deduction of this corollary from Theorem 1 is given in Section 9.7.
It should be possible to improve Corollary 3 in two directions: ﬁrst,
a classiﬁcation of the exact factorisations of the almost simple groups
should be achievable, using [29]; and second, it may be possible to show
that in part (iv) of the conclusion the almost simple group Go has an exact
factorisation.
A major tool in our proof of Theorem 1 is Theorem 4, below, which con-
cerns subgroups of simple groups of orders divisible by various collections
of primes. Theorem 4 and its corollaries involve a number of tables, Tables
10.1–10.7, which can be found in the last section of the paper, Section 10.
Theorem 4. Let T be a ﬁnite nonabelian simple group and let M be a
proper subgroup of T .
(i) Assume that T is not an alternating group. Suppose that M is
divisible by each of the primes or prime powers indicated in the second or
third column in Tables 10.1–10.6. Then the possibilities for M are as given in
Tables 10.1–10.6.
(ii) For T = An, let p q be the two largest primes not exceeding n, with
p > q. If pq divides M, then either
(a) Al M ≤ Sl × Sn−l for some l with p ≤ l ≤ n, or
(b) n = 6M = L25.
In the corollaries below, for a ﬁnite set X, πX will denote the set of
prime divisors of X.
Corollary 5. Let G be an almost simple group with socle T . Suppose
that M is a subgroup of G not containing T , such that πT  ⊆ πM. Then
the possibilities for TM are given in Table 107.
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Corollary 6. Let T be a nonabelian simple group, and assume that T =
L28, L33, U33, Sp48, or L2p with p a Mersenne prime. Then there
is a collection  of odd prime divisors of T , such that the following hold:
(a)  ≤ 3;
(b) no prime in  divides OutT ;
(c) for M ≤ T , if  ⊆ πM, then πT  ⊆ πM (so M is given by
Table 107).
Moreover, every prime in  is at least 5, except in the following cases.
T 
L2p pprime p = 2a3b − 1 b > 0 3 p
U42 3 5
U52 3 5 11
M11M12 3 11
Note that the last assertion of the abstract follows immediately from
Corollary 6.
Notation in Tables 101–106. In the case where T is of Lie type
over Fq (where q = pe for a prime p), most of the relevant primes in
Tables 10.1–10.6 are certain primitive prime divisors qi: here qi denotes
the largest prime which divides pei − 1 but not pj − 1 for any j < ei.
By [42], such primes exist provided ei ≥ 3 and p ei = 2 6; we also
set 43 = 7 82 = 7, and 26 = 1. The exceptions in the last columns of
Tables 10.1–10.6 ensure that the given primes qi exist. See [29, Sect. 2.4]
for more information concerning primitive prime divisors. One elementary
fact which we shall often use is that qi ≡ 1 mod ei.
We now outline the layout of the paper. Let G be a primitive permuta-
tion group which is not almost simple; then either soc G = Tk with T a
nonabelian simple group and k > 1, or G is afﬁne and soc G = Zkp for
some prime p. Suppose that G contains a transitive subgroup B contain-
ing no nontrivial normal subgroup of soc G. By the O’Nan–Scott theorem
(see [28]), one of the following holds.
(A) G is a “wreath” of almost simple groups: here G ≤ H  Sk in its
product action on 'k where H is almost simple with socle T , and H is
primitive on '.
(B) G is of simple diagonal type: here G ≤ Dk T  (as deﬁned in
Example 1.2).
(C) G is a “wreath” of simple diagonals: here G ≤ Dl T   Sm for
some l > 1m > 1, with lm = k, in product action of degree T l−1m; such
a group G is also said to be of “compound diagonal” type.
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(D) G is of twisted wreath type (see [28]).
(E) G is afﬁne.
After presenting a number of preliminary results in Section 2, the proof of
Theorem 1 in cases (A)–(E) is given in Sections 3–7, respectively. Section 8
contains the proof of Theorem 2. In Section 9 we prove Theorem 4 and its
corollaries, as well as Corollary 3; and Section 10 contains Tables 10.1–10.7
referred to in these results.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we give a few preliminary results which will be used in later
sections. The ﬁrst result justiﬁes the statement about subnormal subgroups
of primitive groups in the preamble to Theorem 1.
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a nontrivial ﬁnite group, and suppose that G
has a nontrivial normal subgroup N such that CGN ≤ N and N is char-
acteristically simple. Suppose further that if N is abelian then it is a minimal
normal subgroup of G. Let B be a nontrivial subnormal subgroup of G. Then
B contains a nontrivial normal subgroup of N .
Proof. Suppose this is false, and let G be a counterexample of mini-
mal order. Thus G has a nontrivial subnormal subgroup B containing no
nontrivial normal subgroup of N . As B ∩ N is subnormal in N and N is
characteristically simple, it follows that B ∩N = 1. In particular, G = N .
Now B is subnormal in BN , so there is a subnormal series B BN1  · · · 
BNr = BN , where each Ni ≤ N . For each i, 	BNi+1Ni
 ≤ N ∩ BNi = Ni,
so Ni Ni+1. As N is characteristically simple, it follows that N1 N , and
there is a normal subgroup M of N such that N = N1 ×M .
Now 	BN1
 ≤ B ∩ N = 1, so B is a subnormal subgroup of H =
CGN1. Suppose that N is nonabelian. If H = G then N1 ≤ ZG, so
N1 is abelian; hence so is N contrary to assumption. Therefore H < G.
Now N ∩H = CNN1 = M , so M H and CHM = CGN = 1. In par-
ticular M = 1. Therefore by the minimality of G, we have B ∩M = 1, and
hence B ∩N = 1, a contradiction.
Finally, suppose that N is abelian, say N ∼= Ztp, where p is prime. Then
G/N acts faithfully and irreducibly on N , and in particular is isomorphic to
a subgroup of GLtp. For each i we have 	Ni+1 B
 ≤ BNi ∩N = Ni and
thus B ≤ ∩r1CGNi/Ni−1 (writing N0 = 1). This intersection is an extension
of N by a p-subgroup of GLtp, and consequently B is a p-group. But
then if BB1   BS = G is a subnormal series, then B ≤ 0pB1 ≤
   ≤ 0pG, and we have B ∩N = 1, a contradiction. This completes the
proof.
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Applying this proposition with G primitive and N = soc G gives the
required assertion about subnormal subgroups of primitive groups.
Next we give an example to justify the assertion in the introduction that,
for a primitive group G, given a nontrivial normal subgroup M of soc G
it is often possible to ﬁnd a transitive core-free subgroup containing M .
Example 2.2. Let T be a nonabelian simple group acting transitively
on a set 0, and let
G = T  Sk = t1     tkπ  ti ∈ Tπ ∈ Sk
act in the product action on  = k0 . Suppose that for some l < k there is
a homomorphism γ T l → Sk−l which sends t1    tl → πt1tl . Let
M = t1     tk−l 1     1  ti ∈ T
a normal subgroup of soc G = Tk, and deﬁne
B = t1     tk−l u1     ulπu1ul  ti ui ∈ T
where the permutations πu1ul ∈ Sk−l are taken to permute the ﬁrst k− l
coordinates naturally and ﬁx the last l coordinates. Then B is a subgroup
of G which is transitive on ; moreover B contains M and, provided the
homomorphism γ is nontrivial, B is core-free in G.
The above example applies to primitive groups G which are wreaths of
almost simple groups. Similar examples can be constructed when G is of
simple diagonal type or is a wreath of such, and we leave this to the reader.
Next we present an easy and well-known result which will be used many
times throughout the paper. For a positive integer m and a prime p, we
write mp for the p-part of m, that is, the highest power of p dividing m.
Proposition 2.3. Let m be a positive integer and let p be a prime with
p ≤ m. Then m!p ≤ p	m−1/p−1
.
Next we prove two general results on product actions which will be useful
in several sections of the paper.
Proposition 2.4. Let H be a transitive permutation group on a set ',
and let H  Sk = h1     hkσ  hi ∈ Hσ ∈ Sk act on 'k in the product
action. Write π H  Sk → Sk for the canonical homomorphism; let Sl × Sk−l
be the stabiliser in Sk of the subset 1     l, and write Sl × Sk−lπ−1 =
H  Sl × Sk−l. Deﬁne ϕ H  Sl × Sk−l → H  Sl and τ 'k → 'l by
h1     hkσlσk−lϕ = h1     hlσl
for hi ∈ H σl ∈ Sl σk−l ∈ Sk−l
δ1     δkτ = δ1     δl for δi ∈ '
(i) Then ϕ is a permutational homomorphism with respect to τ, in the
sense that ωτhϕ = ωhτ for all ω ∈ 'k, h ∈ H  Sl × Sk−l.
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(ii) Suppose that B is a subgroup of H  Sl × Sk−l which is transitive
on 'k. Then Bϕ is transitive on 'l. Further if, for i ≤ l, ρi ρ′i are the ith
projections Hk → H, Hl → H, respectively, then B ∩Hkρi is normal in
Bϕ ∩Hlρ′i.
Proof. (i) Observe that
δ1     δkτh1     hkσlσk−lϕ = δ1     δlh1     hlσl
= δ1σ−1l h1σ−1l      δlσ−1l hlσ−1l 
while
δ1     δkh1     hkσlσk−lτ = δ1σ−1l h1σ−1l      δlσ−1l hlσ−1l    
τ
= δ1σ−1l h1σ−1l      δlσ−1l hlσ−1l 
(ii) Let ωω′ ∈ 'l and choose γ γ′ ∈ 'k with ω = γτω′ = γ′τ.
There exists b ∈ B such that γb = γ′. Then by (i),
ωbϕ = γτbϕ = γbτ = γ′τ = ω′
proving transitivity of Bϕ.
Finally suppose that x ∈ B ∩Hkρi and y ∈ Bϕ∩Hlρ′i. There are ele-
ments of the form b = h1     hk ∈ B ∩Hk and b′ = h′1     h′kσk−l ∈
B with hi = x and h′i = y. Then bb
′ ∈ B ∩Hk and has ith coordinate xy .
Since clearly B ∩Hkρi ≤ Bϕ∩Hlρ′i, this means that B ∩Hkρi is nor-
mal in Bϕ ∩Hlρ′i.
Proposition 2.5. Let H be a transitive permutation group on a set ', let
H  Sk act on 'k in the product action, let π H  Sk → Sk be the canonical
homomorphism, and let ρi be the ith projection Hk → H. Suppose that B is a
transitive subgroup of H  Sk such that Bπ is transitive in Sk. Then B ∩Hkρi
is transitive on ' for all i.
Proof. Write Bi = B ∩Hkρi, and suppose that Bi is intransitive on
', for some i, with orbits 'i1     'ir (r ≥ 2). For j ∈ 1     k, choose
b = h1     hkσ ∈ B with iσ = j. Then Bj = Bhii , and 'hii1      'hiir are
the orbits of Bj in '. Set 'jl = 'hiil for l = 1     r. Deﬁne
4 = '1j1 × · · · × 'kjk  1 ≤ ji ≤ r
a partition of 'k. Then B acts on 4, and this action is transitive as B is
transitive on 'k. Also, B ∩Hk ﬁxes every element of 4. Thus B/B ∩Hk
acts transitively on 4 and hence its order is divisible by 4 = rk. On the
other hand, B/B ∩Hk ∼= πB ≤ Sk. Therefore rk divides k!, which is a
contradiction by Proposition 2.3, as r ≥ 2.
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To conclude the section, we prove a special result about factorisa-
tions of almost simple groups which will be needed in Section 5. In the
tables below, recall that qn denotes the largest primitive prime divisor of
qn − 1.
Proposition 2.6. Let T be a ﬁnite nonabelian simple group such that
some automorphism groupA of T containing T (identiﬁed with Inn T ) admits
a factorisation A = C1C2, where the subgroups Ci do not contain T . Denote
by π¯T  the set of all odd primes which divide T  but not OutT . Then one
of the following holds.
(a) T appears in Table 2 and the prime p occurring with T in that table
lies in π¯T  and is such that, for all factorisations C1C2 as above, C1p ·
C2p = T p.
(b) T appears in Table 3 and the primes p1 p2 occurring with T in
that table lie in π¯T  and have the property that, for all factorisations C1C2
as above, C1pi · C2pi = T pi for at least one of i = 1 2.
(c) T = M12 and, for all factorisations C1C2 as above, either C111 ·
C211 = T 11, or C13 · C23 = 34 T 3 = 33.
Proof. Let C1C2 be an arbitrary factorisation of some automorphism
group A of T , where A contains T and neither of the Ci contains T . With-
out loss of generality we may assume that the Ci are maximal among the
core-free subgroups of A; that is, in the language of [31], they form a max−
factorisation of A. By the main result of [31], either there is an alternative
choice of A, and of the factorisation C1C2, for which the p-parts of the
Ci, for each p ∈ π¯T , are unchanged, and the Ci are maximal and core-
free in A, or T and the Ci ∩ T are known explicitly and are listed in [31,
Table 1]. Thus we may assume that the factorisation C1C2 appears either
in [31, Table 1], or in the classiﬁcation of the maximal factorisations of the
almost simple groups in [29].
Suppose ﬁrst that T = An with n ≥ 5. By [29, Theorem D and Remark 2,
p. 9], it follows that A5 5 and A7 7 have the required property for entry
in Table 2, and A6 3 5 has the required property for entry in Table 3;
moreover, for n ≥ 8, we have that C1, say, is intransitive and C2 is transitive
in the natural representation of Sn of degree n. Now if n ≥ 8, then there
exists a prime p satisfying n/2 < p ≤ n− 3. If p divides C2 then C2 must
be primitive of degree n, and hence by a result of Jordan (see [41, 13.8]),
C2 must contain An, which is a contradiction. Hence p does not divide C2,
and so Anp has the required property for entry in Table 2.
If T is a sporadic simple group, then it may be readily checked from [29,
Table 6, pp. 15–16; 31] that either T = M12 and (c) holds, or T with the
listed primes has the required properties for entry in Tables 2 or 3.
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TABLE 2
Primes in Almost Simple Group Factorisations, I
T Conditions p
An n = 5 7 n
An n ≥ 8 n/2 < p ≤ n− 3
M11 11
M22 11
M23 23
J2 5
HS 11
He 17
Ru 13
Suz 13
Fi22 11
Co1 13
Lnq n ≥ 3 n q = 6 2 qn
L2q q = pep ≥ 5 p
L2q q = 2e = 8, or 3e ≥ 9 q2≥5
L62 31
L28 7
PSp4q q odd q4
U2mq 2mq = 4 2 6 2 q4m−2
U92 19
U42 5
U38 19
U3q q = 3 5 7
2m+1q q odd, m ≥ 4 q2m
−2mq m ≥ 4 q2m
+102 17
P+8 q q ≥ 5 q4
G2q q = 3a q6
G24 13
F4q q = 2a q12
Thus we may assume that T is a simple group of Lie type. Here a careful
checking of the tables of maximal factorisations in [29, pp. 8, 10–16; 31,
Table 1] veriﬁes that T with the listed primes has the required properties
for entry in Tables 2 or 3 as appropriate.
3. WREATHS OF ALMOST SIMPLE GROUPS
We begin by giving some examples in this case of transitive subgroups
which do not arise from subgroups Bko as in Example 1.4.
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TABLE 3
Primes in Almost Simple Group Factorisations, II
T p1 p2 Conditions
A6 5 3
M24 5 23
PSp2mq q2m q2m−2 2mq = 4 odd 6 2 8 2
Sp82 7 17
Sp62 5 7
U62 7 11
7q q6 q4 q odd
+2mq q2m−2 q2m−4 m ≥ 5 2mq = 10 2
+8 4 7 17
+8 3 5 13
+8 2 5 7
Example 3.1. Let T be a nonabelian simple group acting primitively on
a set ', and suppose that T has an automorphism σ such that, for δ ∈ ',
T = TδTσδ  (1)
In the product action of T  S2 on '2, let B be the subgroup B = t tσ−1 
t ∈ T. We claim that B is transitive on '2. For, Bδ δ = t tσ−1  t ∈
Tδ ∩ Tσδ , so B  Bδ δ = T  Tδ ∩ Tσδ . On the other hand, as T = TδTσδ ,
we have T  = Tδ2/Tδ ∩ Tσδ , so
B  Bδ δ =
T 
Tδ ∩ Tσδ 
= T 
2
Tδ2
= '2
proving the claim. It follows from [30, Theorem 1.1] that Eq. (1) is satisﬁed
only in the cases listed in Table 4.
We now embark upon the proof of Theorem 1 for groups which are
wreaths of almost simple groups. This is case (A) of the O’Nan–Scott
theorem as described in the introduction. Thus we assume in this section
that G ≤ H  Sk in the product action on 'k (k > 1), where H is an almost
simple primitive permutation group on ', soc H = T , and soc G = Tk.
Suppose that G has a transitive subgroup B which contains no simple
direct factor of soc G. We aim to show that H has a core-free subgroup
TABLE 4
Almost Simple Group Factorisations with
Isomorphic Factors
T Tδ
M12 M11
Sp4q′ (q even) O−4 q
P+8 q 7q
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which is transitive on ', which will show that G is as in conclusion (i) of
Theorem 1. Although proving this will imply that transitive subgroups as in
Example 1.1 exist, these subgroups need not constitute all of the transitive
subgroups B with B ∩ soc G core-free in soc G, as Example 3.1 shows.
First we reduce to the case where B intersects the socle in a diagonal
subgroup.
Proposition 3.2. Theorem 1 holds for wreaths of almost simple groups if
and only if it holds in the following case ∗:
∗ B is a transitive subgroup ofH  Sm in product action on 'm (m > 1)
and B ∩ Tm = D ∼= T , a diagonal subgroup of Tm.
Proof. Let π H  Sk → Sk be the canonical homomorphism. Suppose
that Bπ has an orbit of size l on 1     k, and without loss of gener-
ality suppose that 1     l is such an orbit. Then B ≤ H  Sl × Sk−l.
Letting ϕ be the homomorphism deﬁned in Proposition 2.4, it follows by
Proposition 2.4(ii) that Bϕ is a subgroup of H  Sl transitive on 'l. More-
over, for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, B ∩Hkρi is normal in Bϕ ∩Hlρ′i, where ρi ρ′i are
the projections of HkHl, respectively, onto the ith simple direct factor.
Now Proposition 2.5 implies that Bϕ ∩Hlρ′i is transitive on '.
If Bϕ ∩Hlρ′i does not contain T , then it is a core-free transitive sub-
group of H, and Theorem 1(i) holds. Thus we may assume that T ≤
Bϕ ∩Hlρ′i for each i = 1     l. Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, B ∩Hkρi is either
equal to 1, or contains T . Applying this argument to each orbit of Bπ in
1     k, we see that the same holds for all i = 1     k. It follows that
B ∩ Tk = D1 × · · · ×Dm
where, for each i, Di ∼= T and Di is a diagonal subgroup of a direct product
of, say, mi > 1 simple direct factors of Tk, with
∑
mi ≤ k. Note that m ≥ 1,
since otherwise B ∩ Tk = B ∩Hk = 1, so B is isomorphic to a subgroup of
Sk; however, B is divisible by 'k, so this is impossible by Proposition 2.3.
The group B permutes the Di. Suppose that the B-orbit containing D1
is of length r, say D1    Dr, and write m = m1. Then Bπ lies in a
subgroup Sm  Sr × Sk−mr of Sk, where the factor Sm  Sr acts imprimitively
on an orbit of size mr. Therefore
B ≤ H  Sm  Sr × Sk−mr
The right hand group is naturally permutationally isomorphic to the per-
mutation group H  Sm  Sr × H  Sk−mr, acting on 'mr × 'k−mr . Let
B1 B2 be the images under projection of B onto the two factors of this
direct product. The transitivity of B implies that B1 is transitive on 'mr .
Moreover, B ∩ Tmr = D1 × · · · ×Dr , which is self-normalising in Tmr , and
hence also B1 ∩ Tmr = D1 × · · · ×Dr .
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The group H  Sm  Sr on 'mr is naturally permutationally isomorphic
to H  Sm  Sr on 'mr (in product action). Thus at this stage, regarding
B1 as a transitive subgroup of the latter group, we have
B1 ≤ H  Sm  Sr B1 ∩ Tmr = D1 × · · · ×Dr
and moreover, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, Di is normal in B1 ∩ H  Smrpi, where pi
is the ith projection H  Smr → H  Sm. Let τ be the canonical projection
H  Sm  Sr → Sr . The transitivity of B on D1    Dr implies that B1τ
is transitive on 1     r. Applying Proposition 2.5 with H  Sm instead of
H, we deduce that B1 ∩ H  Smrpi is a transitive subgroup of H  Sm
(in product action on 'm), intersecting Tm in the diagonal subgroup Di;
that is, condition (∗) holds for the transitive subgroup B1 ∩ H  Smrpi
of H  Sm. Thus we have shown that Theorem 1 holds if and only if it holds
when condition (∗) is true.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1 for wreaths of almost simple
groups by showing that, when condition ∗ of Proposition 3.2 holds, the
group H must have a core-free subgroup transitive on '. We therefore
assume that condition (∗) holds. We proceed in a series of lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. B divides Hm!.
Proof. We ﬁrst consider NHmD. We may write
D = t tσ2     tσm  t ∈ T
where σ2     σm are automorphisms of T , and we write σ1 = 1.
If h1     hm ∈ NHmD, then for each i, tσihi = th1σi for all t ∈ T , and
hence hi = hσi1 . It follows that NH  SmD has order dividing Hm!, and
contains B.
Since B is transitive on 'm, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that
'm divides Hm! (2)
Lemma 3.4. For δ ∈ ', Hδ is divisible by every prime divisor of T .
Proof. Suppose that this is false, and let p be a prime dividing T  but
not Hδ. Let Hp = pa. Then ' is divisible by pa, so by (2), pam divides
pa ·m!; that is, pam−1 divides m!. By Proposition 2.3, we must have p = 2
and a = 1. However, T 2 ≥ 4, so this is a contradiction.
Thus Hδ satisﬁes the hypotheses of Corollary 5, and hence the possibili-
ties for HHδ are given by Table 10.7 at the end of the paper. In many of
the lines of Table 10.7, it can be seen from [29, Tables 1–6] that H has a
core-free subgroup C which is transitive on ' (this is equivalent to H hav-
ing a factorisation H = HδC), and thus conclusion (iii) of Theorem 1 holds
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in these cases. The cases for which H has no such transitive subgroup are
listed in Table 5.
For all lines except the ﬁrst, the prime q and integers a b listed are such
that T q = qa and Tδq = qb (except for T = L28, in which case H = T3
and we take Hq = qa and Hδq = qb). Since 'm = T  Tδm divides
Hm!, we have that qa−bm divides qa · m!, whence by Proposition 2.3,
a − bm ≤ a + m − 1/q − 1. This forces m < 2 in all these cases,
which is a contradiction.
It remains to deal with the ﬁrst line of Table 5. Here T = Ac , Tδ =
Sl × Sc−l ∩Ac , for some l < c/2. In this case B ≤ Sc  Sm in product action
on 'm, where ' is the set of l-subsets of 1     c. We have B ∩ Acm =
t tσ2     tσm  t ∈ Ac, for certain automorphisms σi ∈ AutAc . If all
the automorphisms σi lie in Sc (which is certainly the case if c = 6 since
then AutAc = Sc), then, conjugating by an element of the base group Scm,
we may assume that
B ∩ Acm = D = t t     t  t ∈ Ac
Then B ≤ NSc  SmD = x x     xσ  x ∈ Sc σ ∈ Sm. However, this
group stabilises the subset δ δ     δ  δ ∈ ' of 'm, so it cannot be
transitive on 'm, which is a contradiction.
This leaves only the case c = 6 to be dealt with. Here, by Lemma 3.4,
Hδ must be divisible by 15, and hence l = 1. Thus ' = 6, and the group
H = A6 or S6 of degree 6 on ' has a transitive subgroup not containing A6.
Thus Theorem 1 holds in this case.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for wreaths of almost simple
groups.
TABLE 5
Possibilities with Transitive Diagonal Intersections
T Tδ q a b
Ac Sl × Sc−l ∩Ac - - -
M12 L211 3 3 1
McL M22 5 3 1
Co2 M23 5 3 1
Co3 M23 5 3 1
L28 D14 3 3 1
U43 A7 3 6 2
U52 L211 3 5 1
PSp47 A7 7 4 1
G23 L213 3 6 1
2F42′ L225 2 11 3
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4. SIMPLE DIAGONAL CASE
Let T be a nonabelian simple group, k ≥ 2, and let D be the diago-
nal subgroup D = t t     t  t ∈ T of Tk. Let  be the coset space
	Tk  D
, and deﬁne
Dk T  = NSymTk
Then Dk T  is a primitive permutation group on , and a subgroup G
of Dk T , such that G is primitive on  and soc G = Tk, is called a
primitive group of simple diagonal type; see [28].
To describe the action we identify  with k = 1 t2     tk  ti ∈ T,
and deﬁne a group D̂k T  by
D̂k T  = u1     ukα     ασ  ui ∈ T α ∈ Aut T σ ∈ Sk
where u1     ukαα = uα1      uαk u1     ukσ = u1σ−1    
ukσ−1, and α     α commutes with σ . Then D̂k T  acts on k via
1 t2     tku1u2uk = 1 u−11 t2u2     u−11 tkuk
1 t2     tkαα = 1 tα2      tαk
1 t2     tkσ = 1 t−11σ−1 t2σ−1     t−11σ−1 tkσ−1 taking t1 = 1
Then Dk T  is the image of D̂k T  in this action. (The kernel of the
action of D̂k T  is t−1     t−1it     it  t ∈ T, where it ∈ InnT is
conjugation by t.) We have Dk T  ∼= Tk · OutT × Sk.
In this section we investigate transitive subgroups of primitive groups
of simple diagonal type. We begin by proving the assertions made in
Examples 1.2 and 1.3.
Example 4.1. In these examples we produce transitive subgroups of
D2 T , where T (or some automorphism group of T ) has a factorisa-
tion, as in Example 1.2. Identify  with T via 1 t → t; the action of
D2 T  becomes
tt1 t2 = t−11 tt2 ti ∈ T 
tα α = tα
t12 = t−1
Suppose that T , or some automorphism group of T , has a factorisation.
Then by [31, Lemma 2(i)], there is an almost simple group A with socle T ,
such that A has a factorisation A = A1A2, where TA1 = TA2. For i = 1 2
let Bi = Ai ∩ T . For each a ∈ A1 there exists ta ∈ T such that taa ∈ A2,
and we have A2 = B2 taa  a ∈ A1.
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Deﬁne a subgroup B of D2 T  by
B = B1 × B21 taa a  a ∈ A1
We claim that B is transitive on  = T . Since for a b ∈ A1, we have
taatbb = b2tabab for some b2 ∈ B2, a typical element of B is of the
form b = b1 b21 taa a for some a ∈ A1. Hence
1b
−1 = b1t−1a b−12 = b1ataa−1b−12 
As A = A1A2 and A2 = B2 taa  a ∈ A1, every element of T can be
expressed in the form of the right hand side of the above equation. Hence
B is transitive, as claimed.
Example 4.2. Here we produce transitive subgroups of D3 T  where
T (or some automorphism group of T ) has a strong triple-factorisation,
as in Example 1.3. Suppose that T has an automorphism ϕ (possi-
bly trivial) such that T ϕ has a strong triple-factorisation with factors
C1 = B1tϕ C2 = B2ϕ C3 = B3ϕ, where t ∈ T and B1 B2 B3
are proper subgroups of T normalised by tϕ ϕϕ, respectively. Deﬁne
B ≤ D3 T  by
B = B1 × B2 × B3t 1 1ϕϕϕ
Let b = t 1 1ϕϕϕ−rb−11  b−12  b−13  ∈ B. Then
b = ϕ−r ϕ−r ϕ−rt−ϕ−r+1 t−ϕ−r+2 · · · t−ϕ−1 t−1b−11  b−12  b−13 
Since tϕr = ttϕ−1 · · · tϕ−r+1ϕr , this gives
1 1 1b = 1 b1tϕrϕ−rb−12  b1tϕrϕ−rb−13 
It follows that B is transitive if and only if, for arbitrary u v ∈ T , we can
solve the equations
u = c1c2 v = c1c3 ci ∈ Ci (3)
As the Ci form a strong triple-factorisation, T ϕ = C1C2 ∩C3 = C2C1 ∩
C3 = C3C1 ∩ C2. To solve the equations, ﬁrst choose x1 ∈ C1, x3 ∈ C3
such that v = x−11 x3; then write x1u = y−11 y2 with y1 ∈ C1 ∩ C3 y2 ∈ C2.
Then u = x−11 y−11 y2 and v = x−11 y−11 y1x3, solving (3) with c1 = x−11 y−11  c2 =
y2 c3 = y1x3. Hence B is transitive.
We remark that, by [3, Theorem 2], whenever an almost simple group
with socle T has a strong triple-factorisation, then some cyclic extension
T ϕ has a strong triple-factorisation of the above form.
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We now begin the proof of Theorem 1 for the simple diagonal case. Thus
suppose that G ≤ Dk T  is a primitive group of simple diagonal type on
 = k = 1 t2     tk  ti ∈ T, with soc G = Tk. Assume that G
has a transitive subgroup B which contains no nontrivial normal subgroup
of soc G. We shall show that k = 2 or 3, and T (or some automorphism
group of T ) has a factorisation, or a strong triple factorisation, respectively,
as in case (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 1.
Lemma 4.3. Let ρi Tk → T denote the ith projection map. Then B ∩
Tkρi < T for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Proof. Suppose that this is false, and, renumbering the ρi if necessary,
suppose that the integer l is such that B ∩ Tkρi = T for 1 ≤ i ≤ l and
B ∩ Tkρi < T for l < i ≤ k. Then B ∩ T l × 1k−l = D1 × · · · ×Dr , for
some r ≥ 1, where each Di ∼= T and is a diagonal subgroup of a direct
product of mi > 1 copies of T , and
∑
mi = l. In particular, l ≥ 2.
Observe that B ≤ Tk · OutT ×Sl× Sk−l ≤ Dk T  (the middle group
being the inverse image of Sl × Sk−l under the natural homomorphism
Dk T  → Sk). Deﬁne ϕ  Tk · OutT × Sl × Sk−l → Dl T  by
ϕ t1     tkα     ασlσk−l → t1     tlα     ασl
for ti ∈ T α ∈ AutT σl ∈ Sl σk−l ∈ Sk−l (where the above elements are
viewed in their actions on kl). Also deﬁne p k → l by
p 1 t2     tk → 1 t2     tl
Then ϕ is a permutational homomorphism with respect to p, and
Bϕ is a subgroup of Dl T  transitive on l (cf. Proposition 2.4).
Moreover, Bϕ normalises B ∩ Tkϕ = D1 × · · · × Dr , and hence
Bϕ ∩ T l = D1 × · · · ×Dr .
It is sufﬁcient to consider the case where l = k; that is, B ∩ Tkρi =
T for all i, so we assume that this holds. Thus B ∩ Tk = D1 × · · · ×
Dr  ≤ T 	k/2
, and so B divides T 	k/2
OutT k!. On the other hand,
as B is transitive, B is divisible by k = T k−1. Hence T k−	k/2
−1 divides
OutT k!. An inspection of the orders of simple groups and their outer
automorphism groups shows that there is a prime p ≥ 5 dividing T  but not
OutT . Therefore pk−	k/2
−1 divides k!. By the bound of Proposition 2.3,
k must be 2.
Thus k = 2 and B ∩ T 2 = t tα  t ∈ T for some α ∈ AutT . We
identify  with T via 1 t → t. The normaliser N of B ∩ T 2 in D2 T 
contains B, and consists of all elements of the forms
(1) nβ = ββ1 u, where β ∈ AutT is such that u = 	βα
 ∈
InnT = T , and
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(2) mβ = ββ1 u12, where β ∈ AutT is such that u =
	βα
α−2 and u ∈ InnT = T .
The automorphisms β occurring in (1) or (2) are precisely those which,
modulo Inn T , centralise or invert α, respectively. Let A0A1 denote the
subset of all automorphisms β occurring in (1) or (2), respectively. Then A0
and A0 ∪A1 are subgroups of Aut T , and A0 ∪A1  A0 = 1 or 2. In par-
ticular, A1 = A0 if α2 ∈ InnT , whereas A1 ∩A0 =  if α2 ∈ InnT . More-
over, the normaliser is N = nββ ∈ A0 ∪ mββ ∈ A1, and its subgroup
N0 = N ∩ T 2OutT  is equal to nβ β ∈ A0 ∼= A0. An element nβ ∈ N0
maps 1 → 	βα
, while an element mβ maps 1 → u−1 = α2	βα
−1. Since
N contains B, N is transitive on , and hence N0 is either transitive, or
has two orbits in  each of length T /2. If N0 is transitive, then the map
β → 	βα
 from A0 → InnT has image equal to Inn T , which contra-
dicts [2, Theorem 1.3].
Therefore N0 has two orbits in  each of length T /2 which are inter-
changed by N , and in particular, A1 =  . Thus the stabiliser N1 of the
point 1 satisﬁes N1 = N01 = nβ  β ∈ CAutT α, so the orbit contain-
ing 1 has length A0  CAutT α = T /2; that is, CAutT α = 2A0/T .
From our remarks above, A0 ∪A1 = δA0, where δ = 1 if α2 ∈ InnT
and δ = 2 otherwise. Thus CAutT α divides 2OutT /δ. Moreover, for
any point t ∈ 2 = T , the stabiliser Nt = N0t consists of those elements
nβ such that
t = tnβ = tβ	βα
 = β−1tα−1βα = 	βαt−1
t
that is, such that β ∈ CAutT αt−1. Since Nt  = N1, it follows that
CAutT αt = CAutT α, for all t ∈ T . It now follows from [4, Proposition
2.4.1] (or see [5, Proposition 2.1]) that T = L23r (for some r) or U32r
(where r ≥ 3 and r is odd), that α is the product d · f of a diagonal auto-
morphism d and a ﬁeld automorphism f of order r, or possibly of order r/2
in the case of L23r with r even, and ﬁnally that CAutT α = 2OutT .
Thus δ = 1; that is, α2 ∈ InnT . Hence T = L23r and either of  = r = 2,
or of  = r/2 ≤ 2. Since the centraliser in T of a diagonal automorphism
d has order 3r − 1 or 3r − 1/2, in the latter case we must have either
r = 2 and α = d, or of  = r/2 = 2. If f = 1 then, arguing as in the
proof of [5, Lemma 9.10], we ﬁnd that there exists t ∈ d, and an involu-
tion i ∈ AutT normalising d, such that β = i · t inverts α. This means
that the element mβ ∈ N \N0 ﬁxes the point 1, contradicting the fact that
N1 ⊆ N0. Thus T = L29 and α = d, and since CAutT α = 8, it fol-
lows (see [7, p. 5]) that d is an involution in T . There is an element t ∈ T
such that αt has order 5, contradicting CAutT αt = 8. Thus Lemma 4.3
is proved.
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For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, deﬁne Bi = B ∩ Tkρi, so Bi < T by Lemma 4.3. Then B
normalises the subgroupM = B1× · · · ×Bk of Tk, and so NGM is transi-
tive on k. In the next few lemmas we show that T , or some automorphism
group of T admits a factorisation corresponding to these subgroups Bi.
Lemma 4.4. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, Bi is not T -conjugate to Bj .
Proof. Set L = B1. Suppose to the contrary that B1 and B2, say, are
T -conjugate, and that B1 B2     Bl are all the Bi which are T -conjugate
to L. Replacing B by a Tk-conjugate if necessary, we may assume that B1 =
B2 = · · · = Bl = L. The NGM-orbit on 1     k containing 1 has size
ml for some m ≥ 1, and is the union of m blocks '1     'm each of size l
(with '1 = 1     l). For 1 ≤ j ≤ m, choose σj ∈ Sk such that σj '1 →
'j and αj     αjt1j     tkjσj ∈ NGM for some αj ∈ AutT , tij ∈ T .
Then B1σj = B
αjt1j
1      Blσj = B
αjtlj
l . Thus, replacing B by a T
k-conjugate if
necessary, we may further assume that Br = Lαj for all r ∈ 'j .
Now let n = σα     αt1     tk ∈ NGM. We claim that t−11 t2 ∈
NT L. To see this, suppose that σ  'i → '1. Then Lαiαt1 = Lαiαt2 = L.
Hence αiαt1 αiαt2 ∈ NAutT L, whence t−11 t2 = αiαt1−1αiαt2 ∈ NT L,
as claimed. However, applying n to the element 1 1     1 ∈ k, we
obtain 1 1     1n = 1 t−11 t2     t−11 tk, and so the second entry of any
element in the NGM-orbit containing 1 1     1 must lie in NT L.
Therefore NGM is not transitive on k, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that M ≤ N ≤ NGM is such that N is transitive
on  and N ﬁxes two points in 1     k, say 1 and 2. For i = 1 2, deﬁne
Ni = tiα  there exists t1 t2     tkα α     ασ ∈ N
so that Bi ≤ Ni ≤ NAutT Bi. Set X = N1T . Then T ≤ X ≤ AutT and X
has a factorisation X = N1N2.
Proof. Observe ﬁrst that N1T = N2T . For n = σt1 t2     tkα
α     α ∈ N , we have
1 1     1n = 1 t−11 t2α     t−11 tkα
Since N is transitive on , the elements t−11 t2α occurring cover the whole
of T . As t−11 t2α = t1α−1t2α ∈ N1N2, this means that T ⊆ N1N2. Thus
N1T = N2T = N1N2.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose B2 = Bα1 , for some α ∈ AutT with α2 normalising
B1. Suppose further that any subgroup of T , which is isomorphic to B1, is
T -conjugate to B1 or to B2. Then, writing AutT ∗ for the subgroup of AutT
ﬁxing the T -conjugacy class of B1, we have
Aut T ∗ = NAut T B1NAut T Bα1 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.4 and the hypothesis, no subgroup Bi, with
i > 2, is isomorphic to B1. Hence, NGM ﬁxes 1 2 setwise. Let
n = σβ     βt1     tk ∈ NGM. Then 1     1n = 1 t−11 t2    
t−11 tk, and so the elements t−11 t2 occurring cover T . If σ ﬁxes
1 and 2, then βt1 ∈ NAutT B1, βt2 ∈ NAutT B2, and so t−11 t2 =
βt1−1βt2 ∈ NAutT B1NAutT B2. On the other hand, if σ inter-
changes 1 and 2, then B2 = Bβt21  B1 = Bβt12 , whence, as B2 = Bα1 ,
we have αβt1 ∈ NAutT B1, and α−1βt2 ∈ NAutT B2. Hence, as α2 ∈
NAutT B1, t−11 t2 = αβt1−1α2α−1βt2 ∈ NAutT B1NAutT B2. Thus
T ⊆ NAutT B1NAutT B2. By hypothesis, TNAutT Bi = AutT ∗ for
i = 1 2, so the result follows.
In the next two lemmas, we deal with the cases k = 2 and k = 3.
Lemma 4.7. If k = 2 then T (or some automorphism group of T ) has a
factorisation NB1NB2. Thus Theorem 1 holds in this case.
Proof. In this case, NGM is a transitive subgroup of D2 T .
If NGM ﬁxes positions 1 and 2, then the conclusion follows from
Lemma 4.5, so assume that NGM interchanges these positions. Then
B1 ∼= B2, and so NGM divides 2NT B12OutT . Since NGM is tran-
sitive, we deduce that T  divides 2NT B12OutT . Thus every odd prime
divisor of T /gcd T  OutT  divides NT B1. Applying ﬁrst Corollary 6
and then Corollary 5, we see that the possibilities for TNT B1 are given
in Table 10.7 (at the end of the paper). Now N = NGM contains an ele-
ment of the form n = 12τ τt1 t2 where τ ∈ AutT , and the ti ∈ T , so
B2 = Bτt21 . Thus, using Lemma 4.4,
(1) B1 and B2 are (Aut T )-conjugate, but not T -conjugate.
Next we establish:
(2) The conclusion of the lemma holds if the T -conjugacy classes
of B1 and B2 are interchanged by an element α ∈ AutT such that α2 ∈
NAutT B1.
To see this, observe that, replacing B2 by the T -conjugate B
α
1 (as we may),
we have 12α α ∈ ND2 T M. As 12α α ﬁxes the point 1 1 of ,
it follows that the subgroup of ND2 T M ﬁxing 1 and 2 is also transitive
on , and now the conclusion follows from Lemma 4.5.
Thus we may suppose that there is no α ∈ AutT as in (2). In particular
there is no α such that Aut T = T α and α2 = 1. Taking this together
with (1), there remain only those possibilities for T and NT Bi listed in
Table 6.
For T = A6U35U43U62, we see from [7] that the subgroups Bi
are self-normalising in T , and there is an involution in Aut T interchang-
ing the T -classes of B1 and B2, contradicting our assumption above. For
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TABLE 6
Possibilities for T , Bi When k = 2
T NT B1 NT B2
A6 A5 L25
P+2mq " 2m−1q " 2m−1q
Sp4q (q even, q > 2) " −4 q " Sp2q2
U35 A7 A7
U43 L34A7 L34A7
U62 M22 M22
+8 2 ≤Pi i = 1 3 4A9 ≤Pi i = 1 3 4A9
T = +8 2 we have OutT ∼= S3, and hence the T -classes of B1 and B2
are interchanged by an automorphism α of T which induces a transposi-
tion in S3. But T α contains an outer involution (see [7, p. 85]), so the
conclusion follows from (2).
Now suppose that T = P+2mq, and suppose ﬁrst that m ≥ 5. If X is a
subgroup of T isomorphic to B1, then 2m−1q is normal in X, so by [26,
1.1], any nontrivial Fq-representation of X has dimension equal to 2m− 1
or greater than 2m. Therefore X ﬁxes a nonsingular 1-space, and so X
is conjugate to either B1 or B2. Now B1 stabilises a nonsingular 1-space
x in one T -orbit, and B2 stabilises a nonsingular 1-space y in the other
T -orbit. The 1-spaces x and y can be interchanged by an involutory
automorphism α of T : relative to a standard basis ei fi of O
+
2mq-space
we may take α to map ei → fi fi → aei for some non-square a ∈ Fq.
Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 4.6 hold, yielding the result. On the other
hand if m = 4, then there are three gcd(2,q − 1) conjugacy classes of sub-
groups of T isomorphic to B1. From [18], we see that any two of these
classes are interchanged by an involution in Aut T . Hence the conclusion
follows from (2).
Finally let T = Sp4q with q even, q > 2. The T -classes of B1 and
B2 are interchanged by a graph automorphism α of T , with α2 a ﬁeld
automorphism (see [1, Sect. 14]). Thus we may take α2 ∈ NAutT B1, and
the result again follows from (2).
Lemma 4.8. If k = 3 then T (or some automorphism group of T ) has
a strong triple-factorisation with respect to subgroups NB1NB2NB3.
Thus Theorem 1 holds in this case.
Proof. Let N = ND3 T M, and let #N ≤ S3 be the image of N under
the natural homomorphism D3 T  → S3.
Suppose ﬁrst that #N = 1. Then each element of N may be expressed as
α α αt1 t2 t3 with α ∈ AutT ti ∈ T . For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, let Ni be the set
of elements αti occurring in such elements of N , so that Ni ≤ NAutT Bi.
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Then N1T = N2T = N3T . For n = α α αt1 t2 t3 ∈ N , we have
1 1 1n = 1 t−11 t2 t−11 t3 = 1 αt1−1αt2 αt1−1αt3
= 1 n−11 n2 n−11 n3
with the ni ∈ Ni. Since N is transitive on , it follows that for any t u ∈ T ,
there exist ni ∈ Ni such that t = n−11 n2 and u = n−11 n3. Taking u = 1 we
have t = n−11 n2 and n1 = n3, so T ⊆ N1 ∩N3N2. Similarly, taking t = 1
we get T ⊆ N1 ∩N2N3, and taking t = u we get T ⊆ N1N2 ∩N3. Since
N1T = N2T = N3T , it follows that N1N2 ∩ N3 is a subgroup of AutT
containing T , with a strong triple-factorisation, as required.
Next suppose that #N contains a 3-cycle. Then B1 ∼= B2 ∼= B3, so
N divides 6NT B13OutT , and hence by the transitivity of N ,
6NT B13OutT  is divisible by T 2. As in the proof of Lemma 4.7
this forces TNT B1 to be as in one of the lines of Table 10.7. We claim
that 3 divides OutT . Let n ∈ N be a 3-element inducing a 3-cycle in #N .
Thus n = 123α α αt1 t2 t3 with α ∈ AutT ti ∈ T . If we had α = 1,
then we would have B2 = Bt21 contrary to Lemma 4.4. Thus α = 1, so α
has order a power of 3, whence 3 divides OutT  as claimed. Inspection of
Table 10.7 shows that the only cases in which 3 divides OutT  are among
those listed in Table 7.
However, in each case, consideration of a suitable prime divisor p of T 
shows that the p-part T 2p does not divide 6NT B13OutT : for example,
if T = PSp2mq with m even and m ≥ 4, and if p = qm (the largest
primitive prime divisor of qm− 1) and qm− 1p = pa, then T p = p2a and
NT B1p = pa, so T 2p is greater than the p-part of 6NT B13OutT .
(Form = 6 and q = 2, qm does not exist, but the argument applies replacing
qm by 7.)
Finally we need to consider the case where #N = 2, so we suppose that,
say, #N = 12. Then N contains an element n = 12τ τ τt1 t2 t3
with τ ∈ AutT ti ∈ T ; and we have B2 = Bτt21 . By Lemma 4.4, B1 and B2
TABLE 7
Possibilities for T and B1 When #N Is 3 or 6
T B1 contained in
PSp2mq2m+1q (m even) O−2mq
P+2mq (m even) O2m−1q
PSp4q PSp2q2 · 2
L28 7 · 2 or P1
U35 A7
U62 M22
+8 2 Pi, i = 1 3 4 or A9
Sp48 2B28
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are not T -conjugate, and hence τ ∈ InnT and τ has even order. Thus the
subgroup of index 2 in N ﬁxing each position setwise induces a subgroup
of OutT of even index, and so T 2 divides NT B12NT B3OutT . As
before this forces TNT B1 to be as in one of the lines of Table 10.7.
Since, by Lemma 4.4, B1 and B2 are not T -conjugate, T is not
one of PSp2mq (m even, m > 2), P2m+1q (m even, m > 2),
P+2mq (m even, m > 4, q even), or PSp4q (q odd) with soc B1 =
−2mq−2mq2m−1q or PSp2q2, respectively (see [17, Chap. 4]).
Now consider T = P+2mq (m even, m > 4, q odd) with soc B1 =
2m−1q. As in the proof of Lemma 4.7, each subgroup of T which is
isomorphic to B1 or B2 is T -conjugate to B1 or to B2; and B1 and B2 can
be interchanged by an involutory automorphism. Thus the hypotheses of
Lemma 4.6 hold, whence AutT ∗ = NAutT B1NAutT B2, which is false.
Next suppose that T = Ac (c = 6) and Am  B1 ≤ Sm × Sc−m ∩ Ac ,
for some m > c/2, as in the ﬁrst line of Table 10.7, the right hand group
being the stabiliser of an m-set. Then there is a subgroup H of Ac−m such
that B1 = Am ×H or Am ×Hσϕ, where σϕ are odd permutations in
Sm Sc−m, normalising AmH, respectively. In either case there is an odd
permutation σ ∈ Sc normalising B1. Thus Bσ1 = B1 and B2 = Bτt21 , so that
B2 = Bστt21 and B2 is T -conjugate to B1, contradicting Lemma 4.4.
At this stage the possibilities remaining from Table 10.7 are the families
T = P+8 qPSp4q (q even), L2p and ﬁnitely many individual groups.
We now exclude some more of these possibilities. First, OutT = 1,
so T is not M11 Co2 Co3 or Sp62. Next, by Lemma 4.4, the AutT -
class of B1 contains more than the T -conjugacy class; this rules out
T = L2pM24HSL28L33L62 (with B1 = L52), U33, U52,
Sp48 (with B1 = 2B28), or 2F42′ (see [7]). Also, use of Lemma 4.6
rules out T = McLL62 (with B1 = P1), or U43 (with B1 = L34). At
this point we are left with the possibilities listed in Table 8.
TABLE 8
Possibilities for T , B1 When #N = 2
T B1
P+8 q " 7q
PSp4q (q even, q > 2) " −4 qPSp2q2
A6 A5L25
M12 M11L211
U35 A7
U42 ≤24 ·A5 or S6
U43 A7
U62 M22
+8 2 ≤Pi or A9
PSp47 A7
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Observe that T  NT B12 divides NT B3 · OutT . However, on
checking the various lines of Table 8, we ﬁnd that T  NT B12 does not
even divide T  · OutT , except for the possibilities in the ﬁrst three rows,
together with T = M12U42+8 2 and B1 = M11 B1 ≤ S6 B1 ≤ Pi
or A9, respectively. For T = U42, the arithmetic forces B1 = S6 or A6,
but there is only one T -class of subgroups S6 or A6 in T , giving a con-
tradiction by Lemma 4.4. And for T = +8 2 with B1 ≤ Pi or A9, the
arithmetic implies that NT B3 is divisible by 35 · 52 or 211 · 3 · 52; but T
has no such subgroups (see [7, p. 85]).
If T = A6 with B1 = A5 and B2 = L25, then 9 divides B3, so 32  B3
and T has a strong triple factorisation of the required form (see [3]).
Now consider T = P+8 q, B " 7q. Here 14q6q4 − 12 dividesNT B3 · OutT . Inspection of [18] shows that this forces B3 to be nor-
mal in a subgroup of type O+4 q2 · 2 (or an image of this under triality of
type O−4 q  S2). Thus NT B3 divides 4q4q4 − 12, and so q6q4 − 12
divides 16q4q4 − 12OutT . This forces q = 2 or 4.
Next let T = PSp4q (q even, q > 2) and B1 " −4 q or PSp2q2.
Then 14q
4q2 − 12 divides NT B3 · OutT . By [21, Chap. 5], this forces
B3 ≤ O+4 q or Sp2q  S2, of order 2q2q2 − 12, and hence q4 divides
8q2OutT , forcing q = 4.
Thus we are left with the possibilities in Table 9.
Recall that n = 12τ τ τt1 t2 t3 normalises M = B1 × B2 × B3. If
T = Sp44 then, as B1 is not T -conjugate to B2, τ must involve a graph
automorphism of T ; but then τt3 cannot normalise B3, a contradiction
(see [7, p. 44]).
Now suppose T = P+8 q, q = 2 or 4. Again τ involves an involutory
graph automorphism of T , and ﬁxes the T -class of B3. Replacing M by a
suitable conjugate under an element of α α α ≤ D3 T  (where α ∈
AutT is a triality automorphism), we may assume that B1 and B2 are irre-
ducible subgroups 7q; then the fact that τ ﬁxes the T -class of B3 implies
that B3 O−4 q  S2 (see [18]). In fact, a reﬂection r ∈ AutT interchanges
the T -classes of B1 and B2 and ﬁxes the T -class of B3. There is a reﬂection
r normalising B3; replace B2 by B
r
1. Then 12r r r ∈ ND3T M = N .
Since 12r r r ﬁxes the point 1 1 1 ∈ , it follows that the kernel N0
of the natural homomorphism N → S3 is transitive on . Then #N0 = 1,
TABLE 9
Remaining Possibilities When #N = 2
T B1 B3
P+8 q, q = 2 or 4 7q  O+4 q2 · 2
Sp44 " −4 4  O+4 4
M12 M11 divisible by 72
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and hence, by the second paragraph of this proof, T or T · 2 has a strong
triple factorisation. However, this is false by [3, Theorem 1.2].
Finally let T =M12, B1 =M11. Here τ is an outer automorphism, we may
take B2 = Bτ1, and B3 is divisible by 72. Now N = ND3T M is transitive
and N  M = 2. If M were transitive, then by the second paragraph of
this proof, T or T · 2 would have a strong triple-factorisation, whereas this
is not the case by [3, Theorem 1.2]. Hence M has two orbits in , each of
size T 2/2. Now M111 = b b b  b ∈ B1 ∩ B2 ∩ B3, so the M-orbit
containing 1 1 1 has size M/B1 ∩ B2 ∩ B3. Also, since B2 = Bτ1 we
have T = B1B2 (see [7, p. 33]), so T  = B1 · B2/B1 ∩ B2. Observe that
B1 ∩ B2 ∩ B3 =
B1 ∩ B2 · B2 ∩ B3
B1 ∩ B2B2 ∩ B3
≥ B1 ∩ B2B2 ∩ B3B2

and hence
1
2
T 2 = MB1 ∩ B2 ∩ B3
≤ B1B2
2B3
B1 ∩ B2B2 ∩ B3
= T B2B3  B2 ∩ B3
Therefore B3  B2 ∩ B3 ≥ T  B2/2 = 6. Similarly, B3  Bt2 ∩ B3 ≥ 6 for
any t ∈ T (by replacing M with M1 t 1 in the above calculation). Thus B3
either is transitive on the coset space 	T  B2
, or has two orbits of size 6.
Interchanging B1 and B2 in this argument we see that the same is true of
the B3-action on 	T  B1
. Inspection of the maximal subgroups of M12 in [7,
p. 33], using the fact that 72 divides B3, now shows that B3 = A4 × S3.
Then T 2/2 = M/B1 ∩ B2 ∩ B3 implies that B1 ∩ B2 ∩ B3 = 1; indeed
Bv11 ∩ Bv22 ∩ Bv33  = 1 for all vi ∈ T . Now B1 ∩ B3 = 6 (see [29, 6.2]). Let u
be an involution in B1 ∩ B3. Then u ﬁxes a point of 	T  B1
, and hence u
ﬁxes a point of 	T  B2
 (see the permutation characters for these actions
in [7, p. 33]). Therefore u lies in a conjugate of B2. Thus u ∈ B1 ∩ Bv2 ∩ B3
for some v ∈ T , which is a contradiction.
In view of Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8, we assume from now on that k ≥ 4, and
work towards a contradiction. To do this, we shall be using information
about the prime divisors of T  heavily. The next four lemmas are our main
tools.
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that p q r are distinct prime divisors of T , all at
least 5.
(i) Suppose that none of p q r divides OutT . Then pqr divides
NT Bi for some i. Moreover, if k ≥ 5 then pqr divides NT Bi and
NT Bj for some i = j. This is also true when k = 4, unless each of p q r
divides exactly 3 of the NT Bi and, say, NT Bi for i = 1 2 3 4 is divisible
by pqr pq qr pr, respectively.
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(ii) Suppose that T = T pe is of Lie type in characteristic p, and q r
do not divide OutT . Then pqr divides NT Bi for some i.
Proof. (i) Assume p q r do not divide OutT . Let T p = pa, T q =
qb, T r = rc , and write bi = NT Bi. Thus
pak−1qbk−1rck−1 divides b1 · · · bk · k! (4)
Let αp αq αr denote the number of values of i such that bi is not divisible
by p q r, respectively, and let δ be the number of values of i for which
pqr divides bi. Then αp + αq + αr ≥ k − δ. Now k − αp of the bi are
divisible by p, and the p-part of
∏
bi is therefore at most p
k−αpa. Since
by Proposition 2.3, k!p ≤ pk−1/p−1, we have
k− αpa ≥ ak− 1 −
k− 1
p− 1  (5)
We note that the term k− 1/p− 1 may be omitted if k < p. Similarly,
k− αqb ≥ bk− 1 −
k− 1
q− 1
k− αrc ≥ ck− 1 −
k− 1
r − 1 
whence, taking p < q < r (so p ≥ 5 q ≥ 7 r ≥ 11), we have
k− αp ≥
3k− 1
4
 k− αq ≥
5k− 1
6
 k− αr ≥
9k− 1
10

Adding, we obtain
2k+ δ ≥ 3k− αp + αq + αr ≥ k− 1
149
60
 (6)
Suppose ﬁrst that δ = 0. Then this inequality implies that k ≤ 5, so k = 4
or 5. If NGM/M is divisible by 5 then NGM is transitive on the Bi,
so all the bi are equal, which is clearly impossible. Hence none of p q r
divide NGM/M, and so we may omit the terms k − 1/p − 1, k −
1/q − 1, k− 1/r − 1 from the inequalities above. Now adding gives
2k ≥ 3k − 1, a contradiction. Hence δ > 0. Now suppose that δ = 1.
Then by (6), k ≤ 7. If k = 7 then as before, NGM/M is not divisible by
7; and if k = 5 or 6, then k < q < r. Thus if k ≥ 5 then (6) becomes
2k+ 1 ≥ 3k− αp + αq + αr ≥ k− 1
(
3
4
+ 1+ 1
)
= 11k− 1
4

It follows that k = 5 and we have equality, so p = 5 a = 1, αp = 2 αq =
αr = 1. However, if δ = 1 then NDkT M ﬁxes the unique i such that pqr
divides bi, and so (4) becomes
54q4br4c divides b1 · · · bk · k− 1!
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and (5) becomes 3 = k− αpa ≥ ak− 1 − k− 2/p− 1 = 13/4 which
is a contradiction. If k = 4 δ = 1, then the inequalities give 9 = 2k+ δ ≥
3k− αp + αq + αr ≥ k− 11+ 1+ 1 = 9, whence αp = αq = αr = 1,
giving the last sentence of the conclusion.
(ii) Assume the hypothesis of (ii) holds, but not that of (i). Then p
divides OutT  and T = T pe is a group of Lie type in characteristic p. As
p ≥ 5, inspection of the orders of OutT (see [17, 5.1]) shows that e = fp
for some integer f , and OutT p = fpp ≤ pa/p. Hence (4) becomes
pak−1qbk−1rck−1 divides b1 · · · bk · k! ·  Out T p (7)
and (5) becomes
k− αpa ≥ ak− 1 −
k− 1
p− 1 −
a
p
 (8)
and we obtain (noting that p ≥ 5)
2k+ δ ≥ 3k− αp + αq + αr >
149k− 1
60
− 1
5
 (9)
If δ = 0 this implies that k ≤ 5. However, in this case at least two of p q r
are greater than k and arguing as above leads to a contradiction.
Lemma 4.10. Let p q be distinct odd prime divisors of T , and let T pq =
p2a+δqb, where δ = 0 or 1. Assume that
(i) q ≥ 5 and pa = 3, and
(ii) q does not divide OutT , and if p divides OutT  then T = T pe
is of Lie type in characteristic p.
Then pa+1q divides NT Bi for some i.
Proof. Let bi = NT Bi, for each i, and observe that
p2a+δk−1qbk−1 divides b1 · · · bk · k! ·  Out T p (10)
If p divides OutT  then, as in the previous proof, OutT p ≤ p2a+1/p.
Let αp denote the number of values of i such that bi is not divisible by
pa+1, and let αq be the number not divisible by q.
Suppose that the result is false. Then αp+αq ≥ k, and by Proposition 2.3,
αq < k. Also
k− αqb ≥ bk− 1 −
k− 1
q− 1  (11)
αpa+ k− αp2a+ δ ≥ 2a+ δk− 1 −
k− 1
p− 1 −
2a+ 1
p

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Since k− αp ≤ αq ≤ k− 1, we have that k− αp2a+ δ ≤ 2ak− αp +
k− 1δ, and the second inequality implies
2k− αpa ≥ 2ak− 1 −
k− 1
p− 1 −
2a+ 1
p
 (12)
Assume ﬁrst that q ≥ 7 and p ≥ 5. Then (noting that 2a+ 1/ap ≤ 3/5)
these inequalities give
k− αq ≥
5
6
k− 1 2k− αp ≥
7
4
k− 1 − 3
5

Adding, we obtain 2k ≥ 3k − αp + αq ≥ 3112 k − 1 − 35 , whence k ≤ 5.
If k = 5 then the term k− 1/q − 1 may be omitted from (11) and we
obtain αq ≤ 1 and 10− αp ≥ 7− 3/5 so αp ≤ 3, contradicting αp + αq ≥ k.
If k = 4 then both terms k − 1/p − 1 and k − 1/q − 1 may be
omitted, giving αq ≤ 1 and 8 − αp ≥ 6 − 3/5, so αp ≤ 2, contradicting
αp+αq ≥ k. Thus either p = 3 or q = 5. Suppose next that p = 3, so q = 5
and p ≥ 7. Then a similar argument gives k − αq ≥ 34k − 1 2k − αp ≥
11
6 k− 1 − 37 , yielding k ≤ 5. A similar argument to the above for k = 4 5
leads to a contradiction. Hence p = 3.
By hypothesis (i) we now have a ≥ 2. Assume ﬁrst that 3 does not divide
OutT . Then
k− αq ≥
3
4
k− 1 2k− αp ≥ 2k− 1 −
k− 1
ap− 1 ≥
7
4
k− 1
Adding, we obtain 2k ≥ 3k−αp+αq ≥ 5k− 1/2, giving k ≤ 5. If k = 5
then αq ≤ 2 and αp ≤ 3 so αq = 2 αp = 3; thus NM is not transitive on
the Bi so 5 does not divide the order of the subgroup NM of S5 induced
by NM, so k− αq ≥ k− 1 which is a contradiction. If k = 4 then αq ≤ 1,
and αp ≤ 2, which is a contradiction.
Finally assume that 3 divides OutT . By hypothesis T = T 3e, of Lie
type in characteristic 3. Note that, since a ≥ 2, T = L233. Thus the fact
that 3 divides OutT  forces T 3 ≥ 36, whence a ≥ 3; moreover, by inspec-
tion of the orders of OutT (see [17, 5.1]), OutT 3 ≤ 3a/2. Therefore
k− αq ≥
3
4
k− 1
2k− αp ≥ 2k− 1 −
k− 1
ap− 1 −
1
2
≥ 11
6
k− 1 − 1
2

which yields 2k ≥ 3112 k− 1 − 12 , whence k ≤ 5. As before, NMpq ≤ 3,
so k− αq ≥ k− 1 2k− αp ≥ 2k− 1 − 1/a− 1/2, yielding k < 4, which
is a contradiction.
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Lemma 4.11. Suppose that p q are distinct prime divisors of T , both
at least 5, such that neither divides OutT . Then pq divides NT Bi and
NT Bj for some i = j.
Proof. Let T p = pa T q = qb, and bi = NT Bi, for each i. By
Lemma 4.10,pq divides bi for some i, say i = 1. Let #N denote the subgroup of
Sk induced by N = NM. Since neither p nor q divides OutT , we have
pak−2qbk−2 divides b2 · · · bk · #N (13)
Assume that the result is false, so that pq does not divide bi for any i = 1.
Then #N ≤ Sk ﬁxes 1, and hence lies in Sk−1. Let αp αq be the number of
bi not divisible by p q respectively. Then αp + αq ≥ k− 1, and
k− 1− αqb ≥ bk− 2 −
k− 2
q− 1 
k− 1− αpa ≥ ak− 2 −
k− 2
p− 1 
(14)
Taking p < q, we have p ≥ 5 q ≥ 7, so k− 1− αq ≥ 5k− 2/6 and k−
1− αp ≥ 3k− 2/4, whence k− 1 ≥ 2k− 2 − αp + αq ≥ 19k− 2/12.
This yields 7k ≤ 26, which is a contradiction.
Similar methods give the following result.
Lemma 4.12. Suppose that p q are distinct prime divisors of T , satisfying
condition (ii) of Lemma 4.10. Then pq divides NT Bi for some i.
We now rule out the possibilities for T , beginning with sporadic groups.
As in the proofs above, we write bi = NT Bi, and also N = NDkT M,
and we denote by #N the subgroup of Sk induced by N .
Lemma 4.13. T is not a sporadic simple group.
Proof. Suppose that T is a sporadic group, and suppose ﬁrst that T is
not one of the groups M11M12M24. We refer to Table 10.6 of Theorem 4,
which lists all subgroups of T of order divisible by pq (or by 52 · 23 52 · 11
for Co2 Co3McLHS), for various pairs of primes p q. By Lemmas 4.10
and 4.11, some bi is divisible by pq (or by 52 · 23 52 · 11, respectively). Then
Table 10.6 shows that this is impossible.
Now let T = M24. As 23k−1 divides b1 · · · bkk!, at least two of the bi
are divisible by 23, say b1 and b2. By Table 10.6, B1 B2 are among the
subgroups 23 23 · 11L223M23. From [7], we check that there is just one
T -conjugacy class of each of these subgroups. Hence, by Lemma 4.4, each
occurs at most once as a Bi, and by Lemma 4.5, T = BiBj whenever bi bj
are divisible by 23. Therefore we may assume that B1 = M23 B2 = L223,
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and no other bi are divisible by 23. As 23k−3 divides b3 · · · bkk!, it follows
that 23k−3 divides k!, which is impossible.
The case T = M11 is handled similarly using the prime 11. Finally let
T = M12. Let k11 be the number of bi divisible by 11; by Table 10.6, each
such Bi is one of 11 11 · 5L211M11. There are six T -conjugacy classes
of such subgroups in M12 (see [7]). Hence, by Lemma 4.4, we have k11 ≤ 6.
As 11k−1 divides b1    bkk!, this forces k ≤ 7, and hence k11 ≥ k − 1. It
follows from Lemma 4.4 that at most two of the Bi are isomorphic to M11,
and for such i, T  NT Bi is a multiple of 3. For other bi divisible by 11,
T  NT Bi is a multiple of 32. Since T 3 = 33 it follows that 32k−4 divides
bk · #N (recall that #N ≤ k!). As bk3 ≤ 33, this forces k = 4 and #N to
be divisible by 3. However, then three of the bi are equal, forcing two of
the corresponding Bi to be T -conjugate, contradicting Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 4.14. T is not an alternating group.
Proof. Suppose that T = Ad with d = 6. Let p q be the two largest
primes not exceeding d, with q < p. If d = 5 then, by Lemma 4.12, some
bi is divisible by 15 which forces B1 = T , which is not the case. Hence
d ≥ 7 and so by Lemma 4.11, pq divides bi for at least two values of
i; say pq divides b1     bm, and pq does not divide bi for m < i ≤ k.
Thus m ≥ 2. By [3, Lemma 3.8], for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, there are integers li with
p ≤ li ≤ d such that Ali  Bi ≤ Sli × Sd−li (with natural embeddings of Ali ,
Sli × Sd−li in Sd). Now p > d/2 by “Bertrand’s postulate” (see [12, p. 343]),
so li > d/2 (and also li ≥ 7). Hence NM normalises the subgroup A =
Al1 × · · · ×Alm × 1 × · · · × 1 of Tk. The subgroup A is unique up to Tk-
conjugacy, and NDkT A = 
∏m
i=1NT Ali × Tk−m · Pα, where P ≤ Sk
can be taken to ﬁx the point 1     1 ∈ , and α = τ     τ with τ
an odd permutation in Sd. Then Pα ﬁxes 1     1, and hence, writing
Ni = NT Ali, the group N1 × · · · ×Nm × Tk−m contains M and hence is
transitive on . Since, for n = n1 n2     nk in this group, 1     1n =
1 n−11 n2     n−11 nk, we have T = N1N2. This is not the case, however,
since Ni = Ali ×Ad−li · 2, the stabiliser of an li-subset of 1     d, so
N1 is not transitive on l2-subsets.
Finally suppose that T = A6. There are four T -classes of subgroups of
order divisible by 5, namely 5 5 · 2A5L25. Let k5 be the number of
bi which are divisible by 5, so k5 ≤ 4 by Lemma 4.4. As 5k−1 divides
b1 · · · bkk!, it follows that k ≤ 6, and k5 ≥ k − 2. Thus if k = 6 then
k5 = 4, and, say, B1     B4 are 5 5 · 2A5L25 in some order. Then
38 must divide b5b66! which is impossible. If k = 5 or 4, then in both cases
k5 is 3 or 4, and a similar argument shows that 32k−4 divides b4b55! or b44!,
respectively, which is again impossible.
Lemma 4.15. T is not an exceptional group of Lie type.
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Proof. Suppose that T is such a group. Then from Table 10.5 of
Theorem 4, we see that with two exceptions, there are distinct primes r s,
both at least 5, dividing T  but not OutT , such that T has no proper
subgroups with order divisible by rs. Hence by Lemma 4.11, we must
be in one of the exceptional cases: these are T = G2q2F42′ with
B1 = L213L225, respectively (where we take B1 to be divisible by rs),
and with respect to the primes r s = 7 13 and 5 13, respectively.
However, in both of these cases the only subgroups of T with order divis-
ible by rs are subgroups T -conjugate to B1 (see [19, 7]), which leads to a
contradiction to Lemmas 4.4 and 4.11.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 for the simple diagonal case, it
remains to handle the case where T is a classical simple group. This is
done in the next three lemmas, the ﬁrst of which deals with all cases except
for some exceptions in small dimensions.
Lemma 4.16. If T is a classical group then it is one of the groups listed in
Tables 103 and 104 (at the end of the paper).
Proof. Suppose that T is a classical group which is not in Table 10.3
or 10.4. Then T = T q, where q = pe, is as in Table 10.1 or 10.2 of
Theorem 4, excluding the exceptions in the last column of Table 10.1
or 10.2. By Lemmas 4.9 and 4.12, we may take B1 to be divisible
by all the primes given in the third column of Table 10.1 (note that
these are all at least 5, and do not divide OutT  by [29, Prop. B,
p. 38]). Then Theorem 4 gives a contradiction unless T = PSp2mq
(mq even), P2m+1q (m even, q odd), or P+2mq (m even), and
B1 "−2mq−2mq, or 2m−1q, respectively.
Let T = PSp2mq (mq even) or P2m+1q (m even, q odd), with
B1 " −2mq. Here m ≥ 4 and T = Sp82. If Bi " −2mq for some i > 1,
then as Bi is not T -conjugate to B1 by Lemma 4.4, #N must ﬁx positions
1 and i, whence by Lemma 4.5, T , or some automorphism group of T ,
factorises as NB1NBi, which is not so. Hence B1 is the only one of
the Bi containing 
−
2mq, and hence is the only one with order divisible
by q2mq2m−2q2m−4. The ﬁnal assertions of Lemma 4.9 now force k = 4
and each of q2m q2m−2 q2m−4 to divide exactly three of the Bi. Now
T q2mqm = qb2mq2am (where q2m − 1q2m = qb2m qm − 1qm = qam), so by
Lemma 4.10, some Bi is divisible by q2mqa+1m . Similarly some Bj is divis-
ible by q2m−2qa+1m . From Theorem 4 (Table 10.2), we conclude that, taking
i = 2 j = 3,
B2 " Sp2m/rqr and B3 ≤ NT +2mq or B3 = A22m = 10 q = 2
for some r > 1 with m/r even. The presence of the subgroup B2 implies
that q must be even. If r > 2, then B2 is not divisible by q2m−2 or q2m−4,
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which is a contradiction. Hence r = 2, so that 4 divides m. It must be the
case that B4 is divisible by q2mq2m−2, but not by q2m−4. If m ≥ 8 then it
follows from Lemma 4.11 that B4 must be divisible by q2mq2m−6; and then
we deduce from Theorem 4 that B4 " −2mq or A2m+δ (δ ≤ 2). The for-
mer is impossible since q2m−4 does not divide B4, and in the latter case
B4 is not divisible by 
∏3
i=1 T  Bi/OutT 4!, which is a contradic-
tion. Thus m = 4, in which case B4 is divisible by 14q16q8 − 1q6 − 1q2 − 1/OutT #N, whence T  B4 ≤ 4q4 − 1OutT  · 2, which is
impossible (see [17, 5.2.2]).
Next let T = P+2mq, B1  2m−1q (m even). By the exclusions in
Table 10.1, T = +8 2. Assume that m ≥ 6. Then there are gcd2 q − 1
T -classes of subgroups isomorphic to 2m−1q, interchanged by an involu-
tion if q is odd (see the proof of Lemma 4.8, the case #N = 2); moreover
no automorphism group of T factorises as a product of two subgroups of
the form N2m−1q. Hence, by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, B1 is the only one
of the Bi containing a subgroup 2m−1q, and therefore B1 is the only
one of the Bi with order divisible by q2m−2q2m−4qm−1. As in the previous
case, it follows that k = 4, and each of q2m−2 q2m−4 qm−1 divides exactly
three of the Bi. Write q2m−2 − 1q2m−2 = qc2m−2, q2m−4 − 1q2m−4 = qd2m−4,
qm−1− 1qm−1 = qem−1. Now T q2m−2qm = qb2m−2q2am , so by Lemma 4.10, some
Bi is divisible by q2m−2qa+1m . From Theorem 4 (Table 10.2), we conclude
that, say, B2 NSUmq/±1, withm ≡ 2mod 4. Then b3b4 is divisible by
qc2m−2q
2d
2m−4q
2e
m−1. Hence b3 or b4, say b4, is divisible by q2m−2q2m−4qm−1.
Theorem 4 now yields that B4 "2m−1q, which is a contradiction.
To complete this case, let m = 4, so T = P+8 q, B1 " 7q. By
Lemma 4.10, some bi, say b2, is divisible by q6q
a+1
4 , so by Theorem 4, q = 3
and B2 "+8 2. Now
312k−1−1452k−1−3 divides b3 · · · bkk!OutT 
By [7, p. 140], no bi is divisible by 3652. Let α3 α5 be the number of bi
(i ≥ 3) not divisible by 36 52, respectively. Then α3 + α5 ≥ k− 2,
5α3 + 12k− 2 − α3 ≥ 12k− 1 − 14−
k− 1
2
− 1
α5 + 2k− 2 − α5 ≥ 2k− 1 − 3−
k− 1
4

(15)
Hence α5 ≤ k + 3/4, which gives α3 ≥ k− 2 − α5 ≥ 3k− 11/4. When
substituted into the ﬁrst displayed equation this implies that k < 5. So
k = 4, but then we have the improved inequalities, 5α3 + 12k− 2− α3 ≥
12k− 1 − 14− 2, and α5 + 2k− 2− α5 ≥ 2k− 1 − 3, which lead to a
contradiction.
Lemma 4.17. T is not one of the groups in Table 103.
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Proof. Suppose that T is in Table 10.3 and T = L2q. By Lemmas 4.9,
4.10, and 4.12, some bi is divisible by the numbers in column 3 of Table 10.3,
which is impossible by Theorem 4.
Now let T = L2q. We obtain a contradiction as above unless q = p =
2m − 1 or q = 8. For q = p = 2m − 1, let kp be the number of bi divisible
by p. As T has at most p − 1/2 classes of subgroups of order divisible
by p, kp ≤ p− 1/2 by Lemma 4.4. Now pk−1 divides b1 · · · bkk!, so k−
1 ≤ kp + k− 1/p− 1 ≤ p− 1/2 + k− 1/p− 1. This implies that
k − 1 ≤ p − 12/2p − 2 < p − 1, so k!p = 1. Therefore kp ≥ k − 1.
Say p divides b1     bk−1. Now each subgroup Bi with order divisible by
p has index divisible by 2m, so 2mk−1 divides bkk! which is impossible.
For T = L28, we have k7 ≤ 3 (by Lemma 4.4) and as above, k − 1 ≤
k7 + k − 1/6. It follows that k < 5 so k = 4 and k7 = 3, and therefore
32k−1 = 36 divides bkk!, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 4.18. T is not one of the groups in Table 104.
Proof. Suppose that T is in Table 10.4. Use of Lemmas 4.10 and 4.12,
together with Theorem 4, shows that T is one of the groups L33, U33,
U62, Sp62, Sp82, or Sp122.
For T = L33, we see from Theorem 4 that k13 ≤ 2 (where k13 is deﬁned
as above), and hence k ≤ 3, which is not so. For T = U33 we likewise
have k7 ≤ 3, and hence k = 4 k7 = 3; say 7 divides b1, b2, and b3. But
then 37 divides b44!, which is impossible.
If T = Sp62 then by Lemma 4.11, two of the bi, say b1 and b2, are
divisible by 7 · 5, so by Theorem 4, B1 B2 are among S8A8 S7A7. By
Lemma 4.4, B ﬁxes the points 1 2 ∈ 1     k; but then by Lemma 4.5
we have T = B1B2, which is not the case. Likewise, if T = Sp82 then we
have both B1 and B2 equal to 
−
8 2 or O−8 2, giving a contradiction by
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5.
Next consider T = Sp122. If k ≥ 5 then by Lemma 4.9, two of the
bi, say b1 and b2, are divisible by 31 · 13 · 7, so B1 B2 " −122, giving a
contradiction as before using Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. Hence k = 4, and no
two of the bi are divisible by 31 · 13 · 7. Since 313 · 133 · 76 divides b1 · · · b4, it
follows that some bi is divisible by 31 · 13 · 72. But there is no such subgroup,
in Sp122, by Theorem 4.
Finally, let T = U62. Let k7 k11 k711 be the number of bi which are
divisible by 7 11 7 · 11, respectively. Arguing in the usual way, we have
k7 ≥ 5k− 1/6 k11 ≥ 9k− 1/10
and hence k711 ≥ k7 + k11 − k ≥ 11k− 26/15. By Theorem 4, any proper
subgroup of T of order divisible by 7 · 11 is isomorphic to M22, and there
are just three T -classes of such subgroups by [7]. Hence k711 ≤ 3 by
Lemma 4.4, and it follows that k ≤ 6. Then neither 7 nor 11 divides
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k!, so we get the improved inequalities k7 ≥ k − 1, k11 ≥ k − 1, giv-
ing k711 ≥ k − 2, whence k ≤ 5. Also k711 ≥ 2 by Lemma 4.11; say
B1 ∼= B2 ∼= M22. Since T 3 = 36 and M223 = 32, it follows that 36k−1−4
divides b3    bkk!, which is impossible for k = 4 5.
5. WREATHS OF SIMPLE DIAGONAL GROUPS
Let T be a nonabelian simple group, k and m integers, both at least 2.
Let Go be the simple diagonal group DmT  acting on m (as deﬁned in
Section 4), and let W = Go  Sk in its product action on  = km. The
group W is called a wreath of simple diagonals; its socle is soc W  =
soc Gok = Tmk. Any subgroup G ≤ W such that G is primitive on
 and G contains soc W  is called a primitive group of compound diago-
nal type.
In this section we consider transitive subgroups of primitive permutation
groups of compound diagonal type, which contain no simple direct factor
of the socle. Examples 1.2–1.4 provide some examples for the cases m = 2
and m = 3. We begin with some extra examples for the case m = 2 which
are different from these, in that they do not arise from subgroups Bko for Bo
a transitive subgroup of D2 T .
Example 5.1 (wreath examples, II). Let T be a nonabelian simple
group which admits a factorisation T = B1B2, where B1 B2 are proper
subgroups of T , and let k ≥ 2. Let Go = D2 T , and consider the
primitive group W = Go  Sk in its product action on k2 . The subgroup
B = b1 t1 t1 t2 t2 t3     tk−1 b2  b1 ∈ B1
b2 ∈ B2 t1     tk−1 ∈ T
is contained in soc W  and contains no simple direct summand of
soc W . To see that B is transitive on k2 (which we identify with Tk)
let u1     uk ∈ k2 . Now the image of 1     1 ∈ k2 under a typical
element of B is
b−11 t1 t−11 t2     t−1k−2tk−1 t−1k−1b2
To ﬁnd an element of B for which the image is equal to u1 u2     uk,
we ﬁrst choose bi ∈ Bi such that b−11 b2 = u1 · · ·uk (which is possible since
T = B1B2), and then we set t1 = b1u1 t2 = t1u2     tk−1 = tk−2uk−1.
Then from our choice of the bi, it follows that t
−1
k−1b2 = uk. Thus B is
transitive.
We note that, although B contains no simple direct factor of soc W ,
the projection of B to each of the direct factors of the base group Gko of
W contains at least one simple direct factor of soc Go, and k− 2 of these
projections contain the whole socle soc Go.
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Suppose now that B ≤ W = Go  Sk = DmT   Sk, B is transitive on
 = km, and B contains no simple direct factor of soc W  = Tmk. We
shall show that Theorem 1(iii) holds. Let I1     Ir (r ≥ 1) be the orbits of
B in its action on 1     k, so B ≤ ∏j Go  SymIj, and for each I = Ij ,
deﬁne ϕI 
∏
j Go  SymIj → Go  SymI and τI  km → Im to be the
natural projection maps, as in Proposition 2.4 (where Im is the Cartesian
product of those sets m corresponding to elements of I). Let GoI denote
the base group of Go  SymI, and soc GoI ∼= TmI its socle. Also, for
i ∈ I, let ρi  GIo → Go denote the projection onto the ith direct factor.
Then the image of Gko under ϕIρi is the projection of G
k
o onto its ith direct
factor Go.
By inspection of the orders of simple groups and their automorphism
groups (see [17, 5.1] for instance), there exists at least one prime p ≥ 5
such that p divides T , but p does not divide OutT . Let π¯T  denote
the set of all odd primes which divide T  but not OutT .
Proposition 5.2. With the above notation, the following all hold.
(a) For each orbit I, the map ϕI is a permutational homomorphism
with respect to τI , in the sense that ωτI hϕI = ωhτI for all ω ∈ km
and h ∈ ∏j Go  SymIj. Also, for each i ∈ I, the subgroup BϕI ∩GIoρi of
Go = DmT  is transitive on m.
(b) For each orbit I, the number mI of simple direct factors of socGoI
contained in BϕI ∩GIoρi is independent of the choice of i ∈ I, and either
Theorem 1(iii) holds or mI ≥ 1. Moreover m−mI ≤ 3 and
BϕI ∩ soc GoIρi = TmI × Ei where Ei ≤ Tm−mI 
and if m−mI ≥ 1 then the image of the projection of Ei to each simple direct
factor T of Tm−mI is a proper subgroup of T . Also,
(i) if m − mI = 2 then T (or some automorphism group of T )
has a factorisation C1C2, where the Ci are both proper subgroups of T , and
Ei ≤ C1 × C2; and
(ii) if m − mI = 3, then T (or some automorphism group of T )
has a strong triple-factorisation with respect to subgroups C1 C2 C3, where
Ei ≤ C1 × C2 × C3; here T is given in one of the lines of Table 10, and for
each of the primes p listed there, p ∈ π¯T , and Eip ≤ T 2p.
(c) B∩ socW ϕI is a normal subgroup of BϕI ∩ socGoI , and hence
also B ∩ socW ϕIρi is normal in BϕI ∩ socGoIρi.
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion of part (a) follows from Proposition 2.4(i),
and by Proposition 2.4(ii) we have that BϕI is transitive on Im. Then by
Proposition 2.5, BϕI ∩GIoρi is transitive on m. Thus part (a) is proved.
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TABLE 10
Strong Triple-Factorisation Primes
T Primes p
A6 3 5
PSp4a2 (a ≥ 2) 24a 24a−2 (or 7 if a = 2)
Sp62 5 7
P+8 3 5 13
Note. Recall that 2n denotes the largest primitive
prime divisor of 2n − 1.
The number mI is independent of i ∈ I since B is transitive on I. If
mI = 0, then it follows from the results of the previous section that m = 2
or 3 and Theorem 1(iii) holds. Thus to complete the proof of part (b) we
may assume that mI ≥ 1. We have that BϕI ∩ socGoIρi = TmI × Ei,
where Ei ≤ Tm−mI and Ei contains no simple direct factors of socGo. If
mI = m there is nothing to prove. If mI = m − 1 then, since Ei ≤ T and
Ei does not contain T , Ei must be a proper subgroup of T .
Thus we may assume that m − mI ≥ 2. Now X = BϕI ∩ GIoρi is
a transitive subgroup of Go = DmT , and X ﬁxes setwise the set of
mI simple direct factors of socGo contained in BϕI ∩ socGoIρi. Thus
X ≤ Tm · OutT × SmI × Sm−mI . As in the proof of Lemma 4.3, there
is a natural map ϕ from Tm · OutT × SmI × Sm−mI  onto Dm−mI T 
which maps X onto a subgroup which is transitive on m−mI . Since Xϕ
contains no simple direct factor of the socle of Dm −mI T , it follows
from Lemma 4.3 that Xϕ ∩ Tm−mI and hence also Ei project onto proper
subgroups of T under each of the m −mI projection maps Tm−mI → T .
Then by Theorem 1 for the simple diagonal case (proved in the previous
section), m − mI ≤ 3. By Lemma 4.7, if m − mI = 2, then T , or some
automorphism group of T , has a factorisation C1C2, where Ei ≤ C1 × C2.
By Lemma 4.8, if m −mI = 3, then T , or some automorphism group of
T , has a strong triple factorisation with respect to subgroups C1 C2 C3,
where Ei ≤ C1 × C2 × C3. The possibilities for T and the Ci are given
in [3, Table 5] (also in Table 1 in the introduction). Thus T is as listed in
Table 10; on each line the primes p are such that p ∈ π¯T , and either
at most two of the Ci have orders divisible by p, or T = A6 p = 3, and
C13C23C33 = 34. Hence in any case Eip ≤ T 2p, and part (b) is proved.
From the deﬁnition of ϕI , it is clear that
BϕI ∩ socGoI = B ∩ socGoI ×
∏
Ij =I
Go  Sym IjϕI
and therefore that this group contains B∩ socW ϕI as a normal subgroup.
The ﬁnal assertion of part (c) follows from the fact that the homomorphism
ρi maps normal subgroups to normal subgroups.
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By Proposition 5.2 we may, and shall, assume that mI ≥ 1 for each I,
and so, for each i ∈ I, BϕI ∩ socGoIρi = TmI × Ei as in part (b) of
Proposition 5.2. It follows from Proposition 5.2(b) and (c), that, for each I,
B ∩ socW ϕI is a normal subgroup of
BϕI ∩ socGoI = AI ×DI × EI
where AI is a product of some (possibly empty) subset of the simple direct
factors of socGoI , DI is a (possibly empty) product of diagonal subgroups
of certain direct factors T s (for various s ≥ 2) of socGoI , and EI ≤∏
i∈I Ei ≤ T m−mII (with 0 ≤ m−mI ≤ 3). Then, since B ∩ socW contains
no simple direct factor of socW , we have
B ∩ socW = DB × EB
where DB is a product of diagonal subgroups of certain direct products T s
(for various s ≥ 2) and DB ≤ ∏IAI ×DI ≤ T∑mI I, and EB ≤ ∏I EI .
Note that
DB = T mB for some positive integer mB ≤
(∑
I
mI I
)/
2
(16)
As we noted above, for each I and each i ∈ I, B ﬁxes setwise the set of
mI simple direct factors of socGo contained in BϕI ∩ socGoIρi. Thus
B = B ∩ socW ·B/B ∩ socW  satisﬁes
B divides T mB · EB·OutT k · k! ·∏
I
mI!Im−mI!I
Moreover, since  = T km−1 divides B, we have that
T km−1−mB divides EB·OutT k · k! ·∏
I
mI!Im−mI!I (17)
It is this divisibility condition which we shall examine in detail, focusing on
certain prime divisors of T . For each p ∈ π¯T  let T p = pap, and let
EBp = pep. Note that each m − mI ≤ 3. By Proposition 2.3, for all
primes p and integers n, n!p = p?pn where ?pn ≤ 	n − 1/p − 1
.
Thus (17) implies, for each p ∈ π¯T ,
ap(km− 1 −mB) ≤ ep + ?pk
+∑
I
?pmI + ?pm−mII (18)
Recall that there exists a prime p ∈ π¯T  with p ≥ 5, and for such a
prime ?pm−mI = 0 for all I. We wish to estimate the ratio ep/ap.
Our ﬁrst estimate arises from the observation that, since EB <
T
∑m−mII, we have ep/ap ≤ ∑Im − mII = km − ∑I mI I.
This estimate is sufﬁcient to prove that m ≤ 6.
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Proposition 5.3. (a) The integer m is at most 6, and there exists I such
that mI ≤ 3.
(b) If there exists a prime p ∈ π¯T  such that either p ≥ 7, or p = 5
and a5 ≥ 2, then m ≤ 5, and in these cases there exists I such that mI ≤ 2.
Proof. From (16), (18), and the remarks above we have
ap
(
km− 1 − 1
2
∑
I
mI I
)
≤ ap
(
km−∑
I
mI I
)
+ k− 1
p− 1 +
1
p− 1
(∑
I
mI I − k
)

and rearranging these terms yields
k ≥
(
1
2
− 1
app− 1
)∑
I
mI I +
1
app− 1 
Since app − 1 ≥ 4, we have k > ∑I mI I/4. Hence there exists an
orbit I for which mI ≤ 3. Since also m − mI ≤ 3, it follows that m ≤
6. Similarly, if app − 1 ≥ 6, then there exists I with mI ≤ 2, and in
particular m ≤ 5.
To obtain further restrictions on m it is necessary to ﬁnd a better upper
bound for ep. We need to make a ﬁner analysis of the possibilities for
the p-part of EB. For 0 ≤ j ≤ 3, set
Lj =
⋃I  m−mI = j and lj = Lj (19)
Then
∑
j lj = k, and
∑
j jlj =
∑
Im −mII = km −
∑
I mI I. Our next
step is to prove that Theorem 1 holds when l2 = l3 = 0.
Proposition 5.4. If m−mI ≤ 1 for all I, then Theorem 1 holds.
Proof. Suppose that m − mI ≤ 1 for all I. By Proposition 5.3, mI ≤
3 for some I, and therefore m ≤ 4. Suppose that m = 4. Then by our
assumption, each mI ≥ m − 1 = 3. Consequently mI = 3 for some I, and
by Proposition 5.3(b), it follows that the largest prime in π¯T  is 5, and
a5 = 1. This means that ?5mI = 0 for each I, and so the inequality (18)
for p = 5 gives
km− 1 − 1
2
∑
I
mI I ≤ km− 1 −mB
≤ e5 + ?5k ≤ km−
∑
I
mI I +
k− 1
4

whence
5k
4
≥ 1
2
∑
I
mI I +
1
4
≥ 3
2
∑
I
I + 1
4
>
3k
2

which is a contradiction. Hence m ≤ 3; that is, Theorem 1 holds.
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Thus we may assume that m − mI ≥ 2 for some I, and hence, by
Proposition 5.2, that T (or some automorphism group of T ) has a factori-
sation C1C2 where neither of the Ci contains T . Next we deal with the case
where m−mI = 3 for some I.
Proposition 5.5. (a) If m−mI = 3 for some I, then Theorem 1 holds.
(b) The integer m ≤ 4.
Proof. (a) Suppose that m−mI = 3 for some I, and that Theorem 1
does not hold, that is, that m ≥ 4. By Proposition 5.2, T has a strong
triple factorisation, and for each prime p occurring with T in Table 10, if
i ∈ I is such that m −mI = 3 then Eip ≤ T 2ap. Thus, for such p, we
have ep/ap ≤ l1 + 2l2 + 2l3. Recall that mB ≤ 
∑
I mI I/2, and that∑
I mI I = km−
∑
j jlj = km− l1 − 2l2 − 3l3. Thus, in this case (18) yields
apkm− 1 − 1
2
km− l1 − 2l2 − 3l3 ≤ ep +
k− 1
p− 1 + τp (20)
where τp = ∑I?pmI + ?pm −mII. Note that τp = 0 if either
p ≥ 7, or if p = 5 and m = 4. Substituting ep ≤ apl1 + 2l2 + 2l3 and
rearranging the terms in (20), we have
k
(
m
2
− 1
)
≤ 1
2
l1 + l2 +
1
2
l3 +
k− 1
app− 1 +
τp
ap  (21)
Suppose that m = 6. By Proposition 5.3, π¯T  ⊆ 3 5 and a5 ≤ 1.
Examining Table 10, we see that T must be A6, so a5 = 1. Also τ5 ≤ l1,
and hence (21) becomes 2k ≤ 3l1/2 + l2 + l3/2 + k− 1/4 ≤ 3k/2 + k−
1/4, which is a contradiction.
Next suppose that m = 5. Then τp = 0 if p ≥ 7, and τ5 ≤ l0. Thus,
for a prime p ≥ 5 occurring with T in Table 10 (and such a prime exists),
the inequality (21) becomes 3k/2 ≤ l1/2+ l2+ l3/2+k− 1/4+ l0 < 5k/4,
which is a contradiction.
Thus m = 4. Here τp = 0 for all primes p ≥ 5 occurring with T in
Table 10. Also τ3 ≤ l0 + l1 + l3, and the prime 3 only occurs in line 1 of
Table 10 where T = A6 and a3 = 2.
We need to consider together two of the primes occurring in Table 10.
Let p1 p2 be two distinct primes in this table for the group T with p1 < p2
(so p1 = 3 if and only if T = A6). If i ∈ I is such that mI = 2, then by
Proposition 5.2, Ei ≤ C1 × C2 where C1C2 is a factorisation of T or some
automorphism group of T . By checking carefully the tables of maximal fac-
torisations in [29] of the almost simple groups occurring in Table 10, and
using [31], we ﬁnd that in every factorisation C1C2 of T , or some automor-
phism group of T , C1 · C2p = T p for at least one prime p ∈ p1 p2.
For p = p1 or p2, let l2p denote the number of values of i such that the
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corresponding mI = 2 and C1 · C2p = T p. Then l2p1 + l2p2 ≥ l2.
Moreover, for p = p1 or p2,
ep
ap ≤ l1 + l2p + 2l2 − l2p + 2l3 = l1 + 2l2 − l2p + 2l3
whence ep1/ap1 + ep2/ap2 ≤ 2l1 + 3l2 + 4l3. Now (18) yields the
following modiﬁed form of (21):
k = k
(
m
2
− 1
)
≤ 1
2
l1 + l2 − l2p +
1
2
l3 +
k− 1
app− 1 +
τp
ap  (22)
We add these inequalities for p = p1 and p = p2. Note that each
apipi − 1 ≥ 4, and τp2 = 0. Also either τp1 = 0, or p1 = 3 and
τp1/ap1 ≤ l0 + l1 + l3/2. We obtain
2k ≤ l1 + l2 + l3 +
k− 1
2
+ 1
2
l0 + l1 + l3 <
3
2
k+ 1
2
l1 + l3
which implies that l1 + l3 > k, which is a contradiction. Thus part (a) is
proved.
(b) Suppose now that m = 5 or 6. Then by part (a), m − mI ≤ 2
for all I; that is, l3 = 0. It then follows from Proposition 5.3 that m = 5,
π¯T  ⊆ 3 5 and a5 ≤ 1. Since π¯T  contains a prime p ≥ 5, we have
that 5 ∈ π¯T  and a5 = 1. Thus (18) becomes
3k
2
+ 1
2
l1 + l2 ≤ e5 +
k− 1
4
+ τ5
In this case τ5 = l0, and e5 ≤ l1 + 2l2, and so we have
3k
2
≤ l1
2
+ l2 +
k− 1
4
+ l0 <
5k
4

which is a contradiction. This proves (b).
By Propositions 5.4 and 5.5, we may assume that m = 4, m−mI ≤ 2 for
all I, and m−mI = 2 for some I. Thus we have k = l0 + l1 + l2 and l2 > 0.
By Proposition 5.2, T or some automorphism group of T has a proper
factorisation C1C2. At this point we are in a position to use the information
given in Proposition 2.6 to complete the proof that Theorem 1(iii) holds
for compound diagonal groups.
Proposition 5.6. Theorem 1 holds for compound diagonal groups.
Proof. As we discussed above we may assume that m = 4, m−mI ≤ 2
for all I, and m −mI = 2 for some I. Thus k = l0 + l1 + l2, l3 = 0, and
l2 > 0. We also know that some automorphism group A of T , containing
T , has a proper factorisation C1C2 where the Ci do not contain T . In this
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case (16) gives mB ≤ ∑I mI I/2 = 2k− l1 + 2l2/2, and therefore the
inequality (18) yields
k+ 1
2
l1 + l2 ≤
ep
ap +
k− 1
app− 1 +
τp
ap  (23)
where τp = 0 if p ≥ 5, and τ3 = l0 + l1.
Suppose ﬁrst that T appears in Table 2 of Proposition 2.6. Then the
prime p appearing with T in this table is in π¯T , and is at least 5. (Recall
that qn ≥ n+ 1.) For this prime p, we have, from Proposition 2.6(a), that
ep/ap ≤ l1+ l2, and consequently (23) implies that k ≤ l1+ l2 − l1+
2l2/2 + k− 1/4 < 3k/4, which is a contradiction.
Suppose next that T appears in Table 3 of Proposition 2.6. Then the
primes p1 p2 appearing with T in this table are both in π¯T , and either
both are at least 5, or T ∼= A6. Hence τp = 0 if p ≥ 5, and τ3/a3 =
l0+ l1/2 if Tp = A6 3. As in the proof of Proposition 5.5, for p = p1
or p2, let l2p denote the number of values of i such that the corre-
sponding mI = 2 and C1 · C2p = T p. Then, by Proposition 2.6(b),
l2p1 + l2p2 ≥ l2, and epi/api ≤ l1 + 2l2 − l2pi. Adding (23) for
p = p1 and p = p2 therefore yields
2k+ l1 + 2l2 ≤ 2l1 + 3l2 +
k− 1
2
+ l0 + l1
2

which, when rearranged, gives 3k/2 < l0 + 3l1 + 2l2/2 ≤ 3k/2, which is a
contradiction.
By Proposition 2.6, the only case remaining is where T =M12. Here π¯T 
contains 11 and 3. Let l211 be as in the previous paragraph, but this time
let l23 denote the number of i for which the corresponding mI = 2 and
C1 · C23 = 34 T 3 = 33. We therefore have a11 = 1 e11 ≤ l1 +
2l2 − l211, and a3 = 3 e3 ≤ 3l1 + 6l2 − l23 + 4l23 = a3l1 +
2l2 − 2l23/3. Adding the inequalities (23) for p = 11 and p = 3 gives
2k+ l1 + 2l2 ≤ 2l1 + 4l2 − l211 −
2
3
l23 +
4k− 1
15
+ 1
3
l0 + l1
which, when rearranged, gives
26k
15
<
l0
3
+ 4l1
3
+ 2l2 − l211 −
2l23
3
≤ l0
3
+ 4l1
3
+ 4l2
3
≤ 4k
3

which is a contradiction.
6. TWISTED WREATH PRODUCTS
In this section we prove Theorem 1 in the case where the primitive group
G is of twisted wreath type. Here G = NP , a semidirect product, where
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N = socG ∼= Tk is a regular normal subgroup with T a nonabelian simple
group, and P = Gα, a point stabilizer, is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sk.
For more details, see [28]. We aim to show that every transitive subgroup
of G must contain at least one of the simple direct factors of N .
Suppose to the contrary that B < G is a transitive subgroup containing
no simple direct factor of N . Write πi for the projection from N to the ith
direct factor T . Relabelling if necessary, we may take it that B ∩Nπi = T
for 1 ≤ i ≤ l and B ∩Nπi = Ei < T for l + 1 ≤ i ≤ k (possibly l = 0 of
course). Then B ∩N = D× E, where E ≤ ∏Ei and D is a direct product
of diagonal subgroups, each of at least two factors of T l. In particular, D
divides T 	l/2
.
Since B/B ∩N is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sk, and B is transitive
(of degree T k), we have
T k divides T 	l/2
 ·
k∏
l+1
Ei · k! (24)
Lemma 6.1. We have T = Ac , an alternating group.
Proof. Suppose T = Ac . Exclude also for the time being the cases where
T = L2p (p a Mersenne prime or p = 2a3b − 1), L28, L33, U33,
U42, U52, Sp48, M11, or M12. We use Corollary 6, which, under the
above exclusions, provides us with a collection  of at most three odd prime
divisors of T , all at least 5, such that if M is a subgroup of T of order
divisible by every prime in , then M is divisible by every prime divisor
of T , and hence is given by Table 10.7.
Write  = p1     pr, where r = 2 or 3. As in the proof of Lemma 4.9,
let δ be the number of values of i for which Ei is divisible by every prime
in , and for 1 ≤ j ≤ r let αj be the number of values of i for which Ei
is not divisible by pj . Let T pj = p
aj
j . Then
∑
αj ≥ k− l − δ, and by (24),
for each j we have ajk ≤ aj	l/2
 + ajk− l − αj + k!pj , whence, using
Proposition 2.3,
l
2
+ αj ≤
k− 1
ajpj − 1
 (25)
Adding these inequalities over j, and using
∑
αj ≥ k− l − δ, we obtain
δ >
lr − 2
2
+ k
(
1−
r∑
1
1
pj − 1
)

As r is 2 or 3, and pj ≥ 5 for all j, it follows that
δ > k
(
1− 1
4
− 1
6
− 1
10
)
= 29k
60

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In other words, at least 29k/60 of the Ei have order divisible by all of the
primes in , hence by all of the prime divisors of T . Inspecting Table 10.7
for the list of subgroups with this property (and recalling that we are assum-
ing that T = Ac), we see that there is an integer m = mT ≥ 9 such that m
divides T  Ei for all Ei having πT  ⊆ πEi. Deﬁning s to be the small-
est integer which is at least 29k/60, it follows from (24) that ms divides k!.
But this is impossible by Proposition 2.3.
It remains to deal with the cases excluded at the beginning of this proof.
For these cases, deﬁne a collection  of primes as follows:
L2p L2p
T p = 2m − 1 p = 2a3b − 1 L28 L33 U33 U42 U52 Sp48 M11 M12
 p 3 p 7 13 7 3 5 5 11 7 13 11 11
The subgroups M of T of order divisible by N = ∏p∈ p are given by
Tables 10.3, 10.4, and 10.6. For the cases where 3 ∈ , we see as above that
more than 13k/20 of the Ei have order divisible by N . There is an integer
m1 ≥ 8 which divides T  Ei for all such Ei, and hence m	13k/20
1 divides
k!, which is not possible by Proposition 2.3.
Finally, when 3 ∈ , adding (25) for j = 1 2 gives δ ≥ k+ 3/4; in other
words, at least k + 3/4 of the Ei have order divisible by N . We have
T = L2p by Table 10.3, and hence T = U42. In this case 9 divides
T  Ei whenever Ei is divisible by N , and hence 9	k+3/4
 divides k!,
again contradicting Proposition 2.3.
In view of the preceding lemma, we assume from now on that T = Ac .
This case requires a great deal more effort, the reason being that for large
c, Theorem 4 gives many possibilities for subgroups of Ac which have order
divisible by every prime divisor of c! (so we cannot readily obtain integers
mm1 as in the previous proof). First we use arithmetic to rule out various
small values of c.
Lemma 6.2. The following hold:
(i) k > c;
(ii) c > 34;
(iii) c is not a divisor of 26335.
Proof. (i) By (24),
T 	l+1/2
 ·
k∏
l+1
T  Ei divides k! (26)
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Since T  > c2 and each T  Ei ≥ c, the ﬁrst term is at least ck. Hence
certainly c < k.
(ii) Let p q be the two largest primes not exceeding c, with p > q.
By Theorem 4, if M is a subgroup of Ac of order divisible by pq, then
Ar M ≤ Sr × Sc−r for some r ≥ p (or M = L25 < A6, in which case set
r = 5). Such a subgroup has index in T divisible by (c
r
)
.
By the proof of the previous lemma, at least k1− 1/p− 1 − 1/q− 1
of the subgroups Ei have order divisible by pq. Deﬁne f k to be the
smallest integer which is greater than or equal to k1− 1/p− 1− 1/q− 1.
If c is prime, then c = p, and for any Ei of order divisible by pq we
have Ei = Ac , which is a contradiction. If c = p + 1 or p + 2, then for
each Ei of order divisible by pq, we have T  Ei divisible by c or
(
c
2
)
,
hence by c1 = c/2 c. Therefore cf k1 divides k!. Proposition 2.3 shows
this to be impossible (when c ≤ p+ 2), except in the case c = 6. For c = 6,
observe that by (25), at least 3k/4 − l/2 of the Ei have order divisible
by 5, hence index divisible by 6, so (24) implies that 6	3k/4
 divides k!, a
contradiction by Proposition 2.3.
If c = p + 3 then we similarly obtain cf k2 dividing k!, where c2 =
c/6 c, again contradicting Proposition 2.3. Likewise, if c = 28 then c =
p+ 5 and 7f k divides k!, and if c = 27 then 9f k divides k!, both contra-
dictions by Proposition 2.3.
Apart from 27 and 28, all the integers between 5 and 34 are of the form
p+ d with d ≤ 3, so we have now shown that c > 34.
(iii) Suppose that c is a divisor of 26335 (and c ≥ 35). We may assume
that c = p + d with d ≥ 4. A quick check shows that the possibilities are
as follows:
d Possible c
4 135
5 36, 144, 216, 288, 576, 1728
7 96, 120, 960, 2160
11 1080, 8640
17 540
23 4320
We further check that in all cases except c = 120, the highest common
factor m of the numbers c,
(
c
2
)
,   ,
(
c
d
)
is at least 3. Since mf k divides k!,
this yields a contradiction by Proposition 2.3.
Suppose ﬁnally that c = 120. Here p = 113 q = 109. Let r = 59, so
T r = r2. Say E1     Ef are the Ei of order divisible by pq (where f ≥
f k), and g of these subgroups do not have order divisible by r2. Then
from (24) we have that r2k divides rl · rg · r2k−l−g · k!; hence
2k ≤ 2k− l − g + k− 1
r − 1 
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so g ≤ l + g ≤ k− 1/r − 1. Thus
f − g ≥ f k − g ≥ k
(
1− 1
p− 1 −
1
q− 1 −
1
r − 1
)
= gk
At least gk of the Ei have order divisible by pqr2. Such subgroups con-
tain A119 or A118, so have index divisible by 120 or
(120
2
)
. Therefore 60	gk

must divide k!, which is impossible by Proposition 2.3.
From the proof of the previous result we extract the following lemma.
For convenience we relabel to write Ei instead of El+i.
Lemma 6.3. If p q are the two largest primes not exceeding c, with p > q,
then at least f k ≥ k1− 1/p− 1 − 1/q− 1 > 13k/14 of the subgroups
Ei have order divisible by pq; say E1     Ef have this property, where f ≥
f k. For these subgroups there exist li with p ≤ li < c such that Ali  Ei ≤Sli × Sc−li ∩Ac , and T  Ei is divisible by
(
c
li
)
.
As described in [39, 3.6], there is a natural embedding of G in the prim-
itive group W = D′2 T   Sk, where D′2 T  is the subgroup of index 2 in
D2 T  which normalizes both factors of the socle T 2. The socle T 2k of W
is of the form N × #N , where #N ∼= Tk (and N = socG = G ∩ N × #N).
We may take D′2 T  to act in the usual way on T , so that W (hence also
G) is acting on Tk.
Write π for the natural map W → Sk, so we have B ≤ D′2 T kBπ.
If I is an orbit of Bπ on 1     f (with f as in Lemma 6.3), and i ∈ I,
then adopting the notation and conclusion of Proposition 5.2, we see that
Bi = BϕI ∩ D′2 T Iρi is a transitive subgroup of D′2 T i, the ith
factor in the base group of W . Write D′2 T i = Ti× #Ti2, where Ti N ,#Ti  #N . Now the projection in Ti of Bi ∩ Ti × #Ti normalizes Ei and hence
normalizes Ali . Write Fi for the projection of this group in #Ti. Then by
Lemma 4.7, Ac or Sc has a factorization NEiNFi. It follows that NFi
is a c − li-homogeneous subgroup of Sc .
For 1 < r < c/2, the r-homogeneous subgroups of Sc are known: those
subgroups which are r-homogeneous but not r-transitive are given by [16];
the 2-transitive groups are listed in [6, 5.3; 27, Appendix]. Bearing in mind
that c ≥ 35, we conclude from this that if c − li ≥ 4 then Fi = #Ti ∼= Ac .
Lemma 6.4. The number of values of i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ f and c − li ≥ 4
(hence also Fi ∼= Ac) is at least f − k/6, where f is as in Lemma 63.
Proof. Let y be the number of values of i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ f and
c − li ≤ 3. For these values, T  Ei is divisible by c,
(
c
2
)
, or
(
c
3
)
. Hence if
c1 = c/c 6, then cy1 divides k!. Now by Lemma 6.2, c is not a divisor of
26335. Hence c is divisible either by 27, 34, 52, or a prime p ≥ 7. In all cases
it follows from Proposition 2.3 that y < k/6, giving the result.
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Relabel so that we have c − li ≥ 4 (hence also Fi = #Ti ∼= Ac) for i =
1     h (and for no other values of i between 1 and f ), where h ≥ f −k/6.
By Lemma 6.3,
h > k
(
13
14
− 1
6
)
= 16k
21
 (27)
Let the orbits of Bπ on 1     h be I1     Im. Thus
B ≤ D′2 T   Sym I1 × · · · × Sym Im × Sym k− h
For an orbit I = Ij , let ϕI be the corresponding map B → D′2 T  
Sym I. Write #B = B/B ∩ N, and let ϕ¯I be the corresponding map#B → Sc  Sym I, where the socle of the right hand group is #NI =
∏
i∈I #Ti.
Thus #Bϕ¯I ∩ #NI is a subdirect product of
∏
i∈I #Ti.
Lemma 6.5. We have #Bϕ¯I ≥ #NI .
Proof. Suppose this is false. Then #Bϕ¯I ∩ #NI = D1× · · ·×Dr , where each
Dj is a diagonal subgroup of a product of some of the factors #Ti i ∈ I, say
mj of them, and some mj is at least 2. Take m1 ≥ 2, so that D1 is a diagonal
subgroup of a product of m1 ≥ 2 factors. Relabelling, and replacing B by a
suitable conjugate in D′2 T   Sk, we may take
D1 = t tα     t ∈ T
where α = 1 or 1 2 ∈ Sc .
Now BϕI is a transitive subgroup of D′2 T   Sym I which normalizes∏
i∈I Ali ×
∏
Di (here we identify
∏
Di with the corresponding subgroup of#N). Let b ∈ B, and write b = πβn n¯, where π ∈ Sk, βϕI = γ     γ
with γ = 1 or 1 2, n ∈ N , and n¯ ∈ #N . Then Dπ1 = Ds for some s. Rela-
bel so that the ﬁrst two coordinates of D1 are sent to the ﬁrst two of
Ds, and write Ds = t tδ     t ∈ T, where δ = 1 or 1 2. Write also
n¯ = n1 n2    and n = e1 e2   , where the given entries are in the
positions corresponding to the entries t tδ in Ds. Recall that N centralizes#N , so n centralizes Ds.
The fact that b normalizes
∏
Di implies that tαβn2 = tβn1δ for all t ∈ T ;
hence αβn2 = βn1δ. Considering the parity of these elements of Sc , we see
that δ = α and hence n2 = nα1 .
For i = 1 2 we have ei ∈ Ni = NAcAli = Sli × Sc−li ∩ Ac .
Moreover, the image of the element 1k = 1     1 ∈ Tk under b is
e−11 n1 e−12 n2   , where the two given entries correspond to the ﬁrst two
entries of Ds. Since B is transitive, it follows that e
−1
1 n1 and e
−1
2 n2 range
independently over the whole of T . Taking e−11 n1 = 1, we see that this
forces T = N1Nα1 , which is clearly false. This completes the proof.
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Write J = ⋃m1 Ij = 1     h, and let ϕJ be the natural map B →
D′2 T   Sym J and let ϕ¯J be the corresponding map from #B → Sc 
Sym J. Deﬁne B0 = BϕJ and #B0 = #Bϕ¯J . For a subset H of J, deﬁne
TH = ∏
i∈H
#Ti ≤ #N
Likewise, for any subset R ⊆ 1    m, deﬁne JR =
⋃
j∈R Ij , and let ϕJR
and ϕ¯JR be the natural maps from B0 → D′2 T   Sym JR and #B0 →
Sc  Sym JR, respectively.
Lemma 6.6. We have #B0 ∩ TJ = TJ1 , where J1 is a non-empty union of
some of the orbits I1     Im.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5.2(c) that for each orbit I = Ij , #B0 ∩
TJϕI is normal in #B0ϕ¯I ∩ T I , which by the previous lemma is equal to T I .
Thus the image of the projection from #B0 ∩ TJ to each direct factor T is
either 1 or T .
We claim that #B0 ∩ TJ = 1. To see this, suppose #B0 ∩ TJ = 1. Choose a
non-empty subset R of 1    m of minimal size such that #B0ϕ¯JR ∩ TJR =
1, where as above JR =
⋃
j∈R Ij . Then R > 1 by the previous lemma.
Pick a ∈ R such that Ia = minIr   r ∈ R, and let R′ = R\a. By
the minimality of R, we know that
K = #B0ϕ¯JR′ ∩ TJR′ = 1
Now K is a subdirect product of the product of some of the factors of TJR′ .
By the argument of the proof of the previous lemma, each simple normal
subgroup of K is a direct factor of TJR′ . Since #B0ϕ¯JR′ acts transitively on
each orbit Ib (b ∈ R′), it follows that K contains T Ib for some b ∈ R′.
Let L = ϕ¯−1JR K. This lies in Sc  Sym JR′  × Sym Ia; let π be the
natural map from L→ Sym Ia. Then kerπ = #B0ϕ¯JR ∩ TJR = 1, and hence
L is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sym Ia. However, L involves T Ib , so in
particular T Ib divides Ia!. However, Ia ≤ Ib by choice of a, so this is
impossible by Proposition 2.3.
Thus we have established our claim that #B0 ∩ TJ = 1. Now #B0 ∩ TJ is a
subdirect product of the product of some of the factors of TJ . Moreover, by
the proof of the previous lemma, each simple normal subgroup of #B0 ∩ TJ
is a direct factor of TJ , and hence #B0 ∩ TJ = TJ1 for some J1 ⊆ J. Since #B0
acts transitively on each orbit Ij ⊆ J, J1 is a union of some of these orbits.
This completes the proof.
Now deﬁne #B1 = #B0ϕ¯J\J1 . Exactly as in the previous lemma, we have#B1 ∩ TJ\J1 = TJ2 , where J2 is a non-empty union of some of the Bπ-orbits
in J\J1.
Lemma 6.7. We have J1 ≥ cJ2.
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Proof. Let K = ϕ¯−1J TJ2, and let π be the natural map K → Sym J1.
Then kerπ = K ∩ TJ = TJ1 , and so kerπ ≤ ker ϕ¯J ∩ K. It follows that
TJ2 ∼= K/ker ϕ¯J ∩ K is involved in K/kerπ, and hence is involved in
Sym J1: say L/M ∼= TJ2 , where L ≤ Sym J1. By [25, Theorem 1], the
minimal faithful permutation degree of L is at least that of TJ2 ∼= AcJ2.
The latter degree is cJ2 (see [17, 5.2.7(i)]), and hence J1 ≥ cJ2, as
required.
Now repeat the above procedure: if J = J1 ∪ J2, let #B2 = #B0ϕ¯J\J1∪J2;
as in Lemma 6.6 we have #B2 ∩ TJ\J1∪J2 = TJ3 , where J3 is a non-empty
union of some of the Bπ-orbits in J\J1 ∪ J2. As in Lemma 6.7, we have
J2 ≥ cJ3. Continue until we have obtained disjoint sets J1     Jr such
that
⋃r
1 Ji = J.
Lemma 6.8. We have J1 > hc − 1/c.
Proof. Let Ji = hi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. We know that
∑r
1 hi = J = h, and
also that h1 ≥ ch2 ≥ c2h3 ≥ · · · ≥ cr−1hr . Hence
h ≤ h1
(
1+ 1
c
+ 1
c2
+ · · · + 1
cr−1
)
< h1
(
c
c − 1
)

giving the conclusion.
At this point we can obtain our ﬁnal contradiction. Let π1 be the
natural map #B → Sym J1, and let π2 be the natural map #B →
Sym 1     k\J1. If K = kerπ1, then by Lemma 6.6, K involves TJ1 .
Also K ∩ kerπ2 = #B ∩ #N = 1 (recall that B ∩ N × #N ≤ G ∩ N × #N =
N). Hence K is a group involving Th1 which is isomorphic to a subgroup
of Sym k− h1 (where h1 = J1 as above). As in the proof of Lemma 6.7,
this means that k− h1 ≥ ch1. We now have
h1 >
hc − 1
c
 h1 ≤
k
c + 1 
Since also h > 16k/21 by (27), this gives
16kc − 1
21c
<
k
c + 1 
which is a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for the twisted wreath case.
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7. AFFINE GROUPS
In this section we prove part (iv) of Theorem 1, the afﬁne case. Let G =
AGLdp, where p is prime, acting as the afﬁne group of permutations of
V = Vdp, a vector space of dimension d over Fp. Write T for the socle of
G, so that T ∼= V is the subgroup consisting of all translations. It is proved
in [13] that, provided d ≥ 4 when p is odd, and d = 3 or d ≥ 5 when p = 2,
G possesses a subgroup R such that R ∩ T = 1 and R is transitive (indeed
regular) on V . When d ≤ 2 then V  does not divide GLdp, so clearly
G has no such subgroup R in this case.
Hence to complete the proof of Theorem 1(iv), it remains to show that
G has no transitive subgroup avoiding the socle when d = 3 (p odd) or
when d = 4 (p = 2).
Lemma 7.1. Let p be an odd prime. Then AGL3p has no transitive
subgroup R such that R ∩ T = 1.
Proof. Suppose that G = AGL3p has such a subgroup R. By [41, 3.4],
a Sylow p-subgroup of R is also transitive, so we may assume that R is a
p-group. Since G/T p = V  = p3, R is therefore regular on V . If P is
a Sylow p-subgroup of G0 = GL3p, then R ∼= P , and we may choose P
such that R is a complement to T in the semidirect product TP .
It is convenient to identify G with the subgroup of GL4p consisting of
all matrices of the form (
1 v
0 g
)

where v ∈ V (a row vector) and g ∈ GL3p (the subgroup G0 being iden-
tiﬁed with the group of such matrices having v = 0). The afﬁne action of
such an element on V is w→ wg + v (w ∈ V ). Then for each u ∈ P there
is a vector vu ∈ V such that
R =
{(
1 vu
0 u
)
 u ∈ P
}

Write
ru =
(
1 vu
0 u
)

Now P = x y z, where
x =

 1 0 01 1 0
0 0 1

  y =

 1 0 00 1 0
0 1 1

  z = 	x y
 =

 1 0 00 1 0
−1 0 1

 
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A presentation for the extraspecial group P is
P = x y z  xp = yp = zp = 1 	x y
 = z xz = zx yz = zy
Therefore R has the same presentation, with rx ry rz replacing x y z.
Let vx = a b c vy = d e f . From the fact that rz = 	rx ry
 we cal-
culate that vz = vxy − z + vy1− xz, whence
vz = c − e+ f c 0
Next, the relation rxrz = rzrx gives vx1 − z = vz1 − x, which implies
that −c 0 0 = c 0 0; hence c = 0. Likewise, the relation ryrz = rzry
gives vy1− z = vz1− y, whence f 0 0 = 0 0 0, so f = 0.
Thus vx = a b 0 vy = d e 0. Since x y = P and vgh = vh + vgh,
this implies that vu has third coordinate 0 for all u ∈ P . But then the subset
αβ 0  αβ ∈ Fp of V is stabilized by R (in the afﬁne action on V ),
so R cannot be transitive. This contradiction completes the proof of the
lemma.
Originally, the next lemma was proved with the assistance of Alice
Niemeyer using the computer package GAP [10]. The proof given here is
due to Robert Guralnick; it is a variation on the one supplied to us by the
referee. We thank all three for their help.
Lemma 7.2. AGL42 has no transitive subgroup R such that R ∩ T = 1.
Proof. Suppose that R is a transitive subgroup of AGL42 = TG0 with
R ∩ T = 1. By [41, 3.4], we may assume that R is a 2-group. The natural
map φ:R→ RT/T is an embedding of R in GL42, and we may take the
image to lie in U , the group of upper triangular matrices in GL42.
Note that if K is a subgroup of R such that φK acts projectively (or
freely) on the natural module T , then H1KT  = 0, and so K is conjugate
to a subgroup of G0 = GL4 2 and so ﬁxes a point. This applies when
φK = u with u a regular unipotent element or an involution which
is not a transvection; it also applies when φK is a Klein 4-group acting
projectively. Note also that, under the isomorphism GL 4 2 ∼= A8, the
involutions which are not transvections are those with cycle type 22 in the
natural degree 8 representation, and they ﬁx four points of V ; the transvec-
tions have cycle type 24 and ﬁx eight points of V .
If R has order 26, then R contains both cyclic and Klein 4-groups acting
projectively; it follows that R ∩G0 has order at least 8, whence R is not
transitive, a contradiction.
If R has order 24, then R cannot act semiregularly in the degree 8 per-
mutation representation of GL4 2 = A8, whence R contains involutions
with cycle type 22 which therefore act projectively on T and hence have
ﬁxed points on V , whence again R is not transitive.
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Finally, suppose R has order 25. Then a point stabilizer in R has order 2.
Note that φR contains the derived subgroup of U , which contains pre-
cisely two involutions which are not transvections. Thus, these two invo-
lutions are R-invariant and are therefore precisely the point stabilizers in
R (since they act projectively, they do stabilize points of V and all point
stabilizers are R-conjugate). However, each such involution ﬁxes only four
points of V and so we have a contradiction.
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Suppose that B is a transitive
subgroup of socG ∼= Tm containing no nontrivial normal subgroup of
socG, where G is a primitive permutation group. For G of almost sim-
ple, wreath of almost simple, or simple diagonal types, it is immediate that
it is the simple group T which has the factorisation asserted in Theorem 1.
And the case where socG is regular obviously does not arise. Thus it
remains to consider the case where G is of compound diagonal type.
Here B is a transitive subgroup of W = G0  Sk acting on kl , where
G0 = Dl T , a primitive group of simple diagonal type with socle T l (T
non-abelian simple) acting on l, and k > 1. As in the hypothesis of the
theorem we assume that B lies in the socle socG0k = T lk of W and
contains no simple factor of this socle.
We aim to show that l = 2 or 3, and that T has a factorization or
strong triple factorisation in the respective cases. That l ≤ 3 follows from
Theorem 1(iii), proved in Section 5, but Theorem 1 contains no assertions
about factorizations of T . Thus we could of course assume that l ≤ 3 at the
outset, but it is more convenient to give a complete proof of Theorem 2
for the compound diagonal case here, so we do not assume this.
We need some notation for the simple factors of socW  = socG0k =
T lk. Let the l factors of the ith copy of socG0 be Ti1     Til, and write
4i = Ti1     Til. Let πij be the projection map from B to Tij , and let φi
be the projection from B to the ith copy of socG0 (namely lj=1Tij). By
Proposition 2.3, Bφi is a transitive subgroup of G0.
Deﬁne
' = Tij  Bπij = Tij
If ' is empty, then all the projections Bπij are proper in Tij , so the tran-
sitivity of Bφ1 in G0 = Dl T  implies the result by Section 3. Hence we
may assume that ' =  . For those i j such that Bπij is a proper subgroup
of Tij , deﬁne Bij = Bπij . Then B is contained in
∏
Bij × D, where D is
a direct product of diagonal subgroups of sub-products of
∏
Tab∈' Tab. The
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group
∏
Bij ×D also contains no simple factor of socW , and is of course
transitive, so we may replace B with this larger subgroup: that is, we take
B = ∏Bij ×D.
Now deﬁne a graph G with vertex set
⋃
4j as follows: if Tij ∈ ' then
Tij is an isolated vertex; and for Tij Tab ∈ ' (where i j = a b), join
Tij and Tab by an edge if and only if kerπij = kerπab. (For instance, in
Example 4.1, ' consists of all the simple factors except T11 and Tk2, and the
edges of the graph are T12 T21 T22 T31     Tk−12 Tk1.) Observe
that G is a disjoint union of cliques (i.e., complete subgraphs), with each
clique corresponding to a simple direct factor of D.
Lemma 8.1. The subgraph induced on each 4j has no edges.
Proof. If there is an edge, then Bφj is a transitive subgroup of G0 which
is a direct product of subgroups of socG0, one of which is a diagonal sub-
group of more than one of the simple factors. This is shown to be impossible
in the proof of Lemma 4.3.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ k, deﬁne
lj = ' ∩ 4j mj = l − lj
Lemma 8.2. We have
∑k
j=1 lj ≤ 2k (and hence
∑
mj ≥ kl − 2).
Proof. The graph G is a union of cliques. Let ci be the number of cliques
of size i. In particular, c1 is the number of isolated vertices, and hence is
equal to kl − '. We have
k∑
1
ici = kl (28)
Also B ≤ T ∑ ci , while kl  = T l−1k, and hence
k∑
1
ci ≥ l − 1k (29)
Now
∑
lj = ' = kl − c1 =
∑
i>1 ici (by (28)). And by (28) and (29),∑i− 1ci ≤ k. Hence
2k ≥∑ 2i− 1ci ≥∑
i>1
ici =
∑
lj
as required.
Let 4 be the graph with vertex set 41     4k deﬁned by joining 4i to
4j if and only if there is an edge of G joining a vertex in 4i to a vertex in
4j . In other words, 4 is the quotient graph of G relative to the partition
41     4k.
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Lemma 8.3. We may assume that the graph 4 is connected.
Proof. Let H be a connected component of 4, say H = 41     4r,
and let Wr = G0  Sr be the corresponding primitive group on rl , induced
by the subgroup G0  Sr × Sk−r of W . By Proposition 5.2, the projection
of B in the socle of Wr is transitive; and since H is a connected component
of 4, this projection contains no simple direct factor of socWr. Therefore,
replacing W by Wr and B by this projection, we are reduced to the case
where 4 is connected.
We assume from now on that the graph 4 is connected.
Lemma 8.4. Fix i j. The total number of edges in G joining vertices of 4i
to vertices of 4j is at most 1.
Proof. Suppose this is false, so that there are at least two edges
between 4i and 4j . For notational convenience, relabel so that i = 1 j = 2
and T11 T21 and T12 T22 are both edges. Then, replacing B by a
W -conjugate if necessary, we may take the elements of B to be of the form
b = t u     t uσ   
where t u are arbitrary elements of T , σ ∈ AutT , and the displayed entries
are in the T11 T12 T21, and T22 coordinate positions. The above element b
sends the element 1     1 ∈ kl to
1 t−1u     1 t−1uσ   
(the 1 entries should not be there if l = 2). Hence, by the transitivity of B,
the elements t−1u t−1uσ must range independently over the whole of T as
t u range over T . Taking t−1u = 1, this means that the map u → u−1uσ
from T → T must be surjective. In other words σ must be a ﬁxed-point-free
automorphism of T . But it is well known that a nonabelian simple group T
cannot have a ﬁxed-point-free automorphism (see for example [2]), so this
is a contradiction, completing the proof.
Lemma 8.5. There is no conﬁguration of edges in G of the form
Ti1a1 Ti2b2 Ti2a2 Ti3b3 Ti3a3 Ti4b4     Tis−1as−1 Tisbs Tisas  Ti1b1
where s ≥ 3, i1     is are all distinct, and ai = bi for 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
Proof. Suppose there is such a conﬁguration, and relabel to take ai =
1 bi = 2 for all i. Then, replacing B by a W -conjugate if necessary, B
consists of elements of the form
b =     t1 tσs      t1 t2     t2 t3     ts−1 ts   
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where t1     ts are arbitrary elements of T , σ ∈ AutT , and the given
entries are in the coordinate positions corresponding to the above edges.
Looking at the image of 1     1 ∈ kl under such an element b, we see
that the elements t−11 t
σ
s  t
−1
1 t2 t
−1
2 t3     t
−1
s−1ts must range independently
over all elements of T . Taking t1 = t2 = · · · = ts, we see that this implies
that t−11 t
σ
1 ranges over the whole of T , which as we saw in the previous
proof is impossible.
Lemma 8.6. Theorem 2 holds if l = 2.
Proof. Suppose l = 2. We assert ﬁrst that ∑mi ≥ 2. To see this, assume
that
∑
mi ≤ 1. Then either mi = 0 for all i, or mi = 0 for all but one
value of i, say i = 1, and m1 = 1. At least one of the vertices in 41, say
T11, has valency at least 1 in G, so we may relabel to take T11 to be joined
to T21 ∈ 42. As m2 = 0, T22 has valency at least 1, and is not joined to a
vertex in 41 by Lemma 8.4; hence we may relabel to take T22 to be joined
to T31 ∈ 43. Likewise, T32 is joined to a further vertex, which is not in 41 or
42 by Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5, so we may relabel to take T32 joined to T41 ∈ 44.
Repetition of this argument eventually leads to a contradiction, as there is
only a ﬁnite number of sets 4i.
Hence
∑
mi ≥ 2. Since 4 is connected, we have mi < 2 for all i. It follows
that mi = 1 for at least two values of i. Relabelling, we may choose a path
41     4r (r > 1) in 4 such that m1 = mr = 1 and mi = 0 for 1 < i < r. In
the graph G, let the isolated vertices in 41 and 4r be T11 and Tr2 respectively,
and let B1 B2 be the projections of B in T11 Tr2. Considering edges in G
corresponding to the above path in 4, we see that B consists of elements
of the form
b = b1 t1     t1 t2     tr−1 tr     tr b2   
where b1 ∈ B1 b2 ∈ B2 and the ti are arbitrary elements of T . Hence b−11 t1,
t−11 t2     t
−1
r−1tr , t
−1
r b2 range independently over all elements of T . Taking
b1 = t1 = t2 = · · · = tr , we see that this implies that T = B1B2. In other
words T has a factorization, which is what is required for the conclusion of
Theorem 2 in the case l = 2.
In view of the previous lemma, we assume from now on that l ≥ 3. To
complete the proof of Theorem 2 we must show that l = 3 and T has a
strong triple factorization.
Lemma 8.7. If i = j then mi +mj ≤ 3.
Proof. Suppose this is false, say m1 +mr ≥ 4, and let the projections of
B in the m = m1 +mr isolated vertices in 41 ∪ 4r be B1     Bm. Relabel
to take the shortest path in 4 from 41 to 4r to be 41 4i2     4is−1 4r .
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Considering edges in G corresponding to this path, we see that the elements
of B are of the form
b = b1     bm1 t1     t1 t2     ts−1 ts     ts bm1+1     bm   
where bi ∈ Bi for all i, and the ti are arbitrary elements of T . In the
usual way, taking t1 = t2 = · · · = ts = t, this implies that the elements
t−1b1     t−1bm range independently over all elements of T . But this forces
B1     Bm to form a strong m-factorization of T—that is, for each i we
have T = Bi
⋂
j =i Bi. However, [3, Theorem 1.2] shows that a strong
m-factorization of a nonabelian simple group can exist only if m ≤ 3, so
this is a contradiction.
Lemma 8.8. We have l = 3.
Proof. By the previous lemma, we have
∑
mi ≤ k+ 1. Since also
∑
mi ≥
l − 2k by Lemma 8.2, the conclusion follows.
Lemma 8.9. We have mi = 1 for all i.
Proof. We know from the previous proof that
∑
mi = k or k+ 1, so it
is enough to show that mi ≤ 1 for all i. Suppose then that mi ≥ 2 for some
i, say m1 ≥ 2. Since m1 < l = 3 (as 4 is connected), it follows that m1 = 2.
Moreover, by Lemma 8.7, mi ≤ 1 for i > 1, and mi = 0 for at most one
value of i.
Arguing as in the ﬁrst paragraph of the proof of Lemma 8.6, we see that
there must be a path in 4 of length 3 starting at 41, say 41 42 43 44. We
have m = m1 +m2 +m3 +m4 ≥ 4. Let B1     Bm be the projections of
B in the simple factors corresponding to these m isolated vertices in G. By
considering the edges in G corresponding to the path 41     44, we see as
in the proof of Lemma 8.7 that B1     Bm form a strong m-factorization
of T , which contradicts [3, Theorem 1.2] again.
The structure of the graph G is now pinned down to such an extent that
we can obtain our ﬁnal contradiction, using an argument very similar to
that in the proof of Lemma 8.6. Consider the vertices in 41. As m1 = 1,
two of these vertices have valency at least 1 in G. Say T11 is one of these,
and relabel to take T11 to be joined to T21 ∈ 42. As m2 = 1, one of the
other vertices in 42, say T22, has valency at least 1. By Lemma 8.4, T22 is
not joined to a vertex of 41, so must be joined to a vertex in a further 4i;
relabel to take T22 to be joined to T31 ∈ 43. Now repeat: a further vertex
of 43, say T32, has valency at least 1; it is not joined to a vertex of 41 or
42, by Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5, so must be joined to a vertex in a further 4i,
say 44. Repetition of this argument eventually leads to a contradiction, as
there are only a ﬁnite number of sets 4i.
This ﬁnal contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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9. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 AND COROLLARIES
Let T be a ﬁnite simple group. First observe that part (ii) of Theorem 4
is [3, Lemma 3.8]. So assume that T is not an alternating group. We divide
the rest of the proof of Theorem 4 into sections, according to which of
Tables 10.1–10.6 the group T lies in.
9.1. T in Table 10.1
Here T is a classical group with natural module V of dimension n ≥ 5
over the ﬁeld Fq (q = pe) (over Fq2 if T is unitary). Suppose that M < T
and M is divisible by each element of the set  of two or three primes
qi indicated in the third column of Table 10.1. Note that these primitive
prime divisors all exist (because of the “exclusions” in the last column).
According to Aschbacher’s theorem [1], either M is contained in a mem-
ber of the families i of “geometric” subgroups of T , orM is almost simple,
absolutely irreducible on V , and realisable over no proper subﬁeld of Fq
(or Fq2 if T is unitary); we call the latter set of subgroups the family  , and
set  = ⋃i. For detailed descriptions of the families i, see [17, Chap. 4].
Observe that the set  contains two primes qi qj with i = j and i j > n/2
(i j > n if T is unitary), except when T = U4mq (m ≥ 2), U 6q (q > 2),
or P+8 q (q > 2). We temporarily exclude the latter possibilities. Then
M is given by [38, 4.7]: either M ∈  , or M is contained in a member of
1235, or 8.
By the deﬁnition of qi as a primitive prime divisor pei of pei − 1, no
member of 5 has order divisible by qi for i > n/2 (or i > n if T is unitary).
If M ≤ X ∈ 3, then by [38, 4.7(b)], there is a prime b such that X ≤
GL n/bqub · b (where u = 2 if T is unitary, and u = 1 otherwise), and
either b divides i and j, or b = n. In the ﬁrst case, b must be 2 (since
i− j = 1 2, or 4); now inspection of [17, Sect. 4.3] shows that the product
of the primes in  does not divide the order of any member of 3 with
b = 2. And if b = n, then X ≤ GL 1qn · n and i = n j = n − 1; thus
T = L nq with n odd, but now the member qn−2 of  does not divide M.
Next suppose that M ≤ X ∈ 2. By [38, 4.7(e)], X ≤ GL 1q  Sn. This
is not divisible by qi for i ≥ n, so by Table 10.1 we must have either T =
P2m+1q with q2m = 2m + 1, q2m−2 = 2m − 1, or T = P+2mq with
q2m−2 = 2m − 1, q2m−4 = 2m − 3. In the latter case the third member of
, qm or qm−1, cannot divide X. In the former, the third prime in  must
be q2m−6 = 2m − 5; here M ≤ X = 22m ·A2m+1 or 22m · S2m+1 (see [17,
4.2.15]). By [41, 13.9], M induces A2m+1 or S2m+1, which is irreducible on
the normal 22m, and hence M " 22m ·A2m+1 or A2m+1, as in Table 10.1.
Now consider the case where M ≤ X ∈ 1 ∪8. Inspection of the orders
of subgroups in 1 ∪8 [17, Sects. 4.1 and 4.8] shows that the only possibili-
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ties for X with order divisible by the primes in  are X = O −2mq, O −2mq,
or 2m−1q, with T = Sp 2mq (q even), P2m+1q (q odd), or P+2mq,
respectively, and m even in all cases. The argument so far shows thatM lies
in no geometric subgroups of X (that is, in no member of X). Below we
shall identify the  -subgroups of X with orders divisible by the primes in
; thus we conclude in this case that either M "−2mq−2mq2m−1q,
respectively, or M is one of the  -subgroups. (It turns out that the only
suitable  -subgroups are A2m+δ or S2m+δ (1 ≤ δ ≤ 2) in X = O −2mq.)
It remains to consider the case where M ∈  . Here, modulo scalars,
socM = M0 is simple, and by [38, 4.7] is given in [38, Tables 3 and 4].
The possibilities are given in Table 11 (where e1 e2 > nu/2, and are such
that qe1qe2 divides M).
First assume that M0 is not as in the ﬁrst two rows of Table 11. If M0 =
Suz , it is easy to check that M0 cannot be divisible by all the primes in
 given in Table 10.1. When M0 = Suz , n = 12, and q10 q12 divide M0,
then q11 does not divide M0 since q11 ≥ 23. Hence, for Suz to occur in
Table 10.1, T must be symplectic or orthogonal, and M0 must be divisible
by q8. This is impossible since q8 ≥ 17.
Now suppose that M0 = L 2r with r prime, n = r ± 1/2. As n ≥ 5,
we have r ≥ 11. The only primitive prime divisors dividing M0 are qe1 =r − 1/2 and qe2 = r; if n = r − 1/2 then e2 = n and e1 = n− 1, while if
n = r + 1/2 then e2 = n− 1 and e1 = n− 2. Hence M0 is not divisible
by all the primes in  given in Table 10.1.
Finally let M0 = An+δ with δ = 1 or 2. Here V = Vnq is the fully
deleted permutation module for An+δ (see the preamble to [38, Table 3]),
so M0 preserves a symmetric form on V , and T is orthogonal or symplectic
(the latter only if p = 2). If T is Sp 2mq, T = P2m+1q, or P−2mq, then
TABLE 11
Possible  -Subgroups M0
M0 n e1 e2
An+δ (1 ≤ δ ≤ 2) n
L 2r (r prime) r ± 1/2 r − 3/2 r − 1/2
A7 4 3 4
A7 6 4 6
M 11 (q = 3) 5 4 5
M 12 (q = 3) 6 4 5
M 23M24 (q = 2) 11 10 11
J3 18 16 18
Suz 12 10 12
Sp 62 7 4 6
L 34U43 6 4 6
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from Table 10.1,  contains q2m q2m−2, so we must have q2m = 2m + 1,
q2m−2 = 2m− 1. The third prime in  is one of qm (with m odd), q2m−4 or
q2m−6 (with m ≡ 0 mod 4m ≥ 8). Since this prime also divides M0, it is at
most 2m+ 2 (and is not 2m± 1). Since m+ 1 (m odd), 2m− 3 are divisible
by 2, 3 respectively, this forces the third prime to be q2m−6 = 2m− 5. This
gives examples in Table 10.1.
To complete the proof for T in Table 10.1, it remains to deal with the
cases excluded earlier, namely T = U4mq (m ≥ 2), U 6q (q > 2), or
P+8 q.
Let T = U4mq (m ≥ 2) or U 6q (q > 2). Here  = q8m−2 q4m
or q10 q6 q3, respectively. A check of the orders of subgroups in  [17,
Chap. 4] shows that no subgroup in  has order divisible by all these primes.
Hence M0 ∈  . By [11, main theorem], the subgroups in  with order
divisible by q8m−2 = q24m−1, or by q10 if T = U6q, are given in [11,
Examples 2.6–2.9]. Checking through these, we ﬁnd that none have order
divisible by q4m or q6, respectively.
To conclude, suppose that T = P+8 q (q > 2). Here  = q6 q4 q3.
The maximal subgroups of T are given by [18], from which it follows that
the only subgroups of order divisible by all the primes in  are the sub-
groups 7q, as in Table 10.1.
9.2. T in Table 10.2
Here T is a symplectic or orthogonal group in dimension 2m or 2m+ 1,
with m even and m ≥ 4, and M is a subgroup of T with order divisible by
either q2mqa+1m , or q2m−2q
a+1
m , where qm − 1qm = qam.
If M lies in a subgroup X ∈ , then by [29, Proposition, p. 39], X is as
in [29, Table], and we check that the only cases in which X is divisible
by q2mqa+1m or q2m−2q
a+1
m are X " PSp 2m/rqr+2mq, or SUmq as in
Table 10.2.
Now suppose that M ∈  , with simple socle M0 modulo scalars. As
M0 is divisible by q2m or q2m−2, the possibilities for M0 are given in [11,
Examples 2.6–2.9].
First considerM0 in [11, Example 2.6(a)]. HereM0 = A2m+δ (1 ≤ δ ≤ 3),
and V is the fully deleted permutation module for M0. Since qa+1m (≥ q2m)
divides M we must have qm = m + 1 and a = 1; indeed every primitive
prime divisor of qm− 1 must bem+ 1, so q∗∗m = m+ 1 in the notation of [29,
Sect. 2.4]. Hence by [14, 3.9] (stated as [29, Proposition D, Sect. 2.4]) we
have qm one of 2 4 2 10 2 12 2 18 3 4 3 6, and 5 6.
As either q2m = 2m+ 1 or q2m−2 = 2m− 1, it follows that either qm =
2 10 (with 210 = 11 218 = 19), or qm = 3 4 (with 34 = 5 36 = 7).
In the ﬁrst case M0 = A22 < Sp 202 as in Table 10.2; note that A22 ≤
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+202 by [17, (5.3.8)]. The second case does not occur, as the fully deleted
permutation action does not embed A10 in an eight-dimensional group.
For M0 as in the other parts of [11, Example 2.6], we have M0 = Ac with
7 ≤ c ≤ 10 and n = 8, which we handle as above.
Next suppose that M0 is a sporadic group, as in [11, Example 2.7].
Since n ≡ 0 or 1 mod 4 and n ≥ 8, we see that M0 is M 12 J1 Co1 Ru,
or Suz , and n = 12 20 24 28, or 12, respectively; but then q2n/2 does not
divide M0.
When M0 is as in [11, Example 2.8], we have n = 8 or 9, and it is evident
that qa+14 does not divide M0.
For M0 as in [11, Example 2.9, Table 7], n = 8 or 12, and the only
case where q24 or q
2
6 can divide M0 is M0 = +8 2 with n = 8. In this
case q∗∗4 = 5 (in the notation of [29, Sect. 2.4]), so by [29, Proposition D,
Sect. 2.4]), we have q = 3, as in Table 10.2.
Finally suppose that M0 is in [11, Example 2.9, Table 8]. In all cases we
check that q2m cannot divide M0.
9.3. T in Table 10.3 or 10.4
The conclusion for these groups follows from the lists of maximal sub-
groups of low dimensional classical groups in [21, Chap. 5]. (Alternatively,
one could argue using [11] as above.)
9.4. T in Table 10.5
Let T be a simple exceptional group of Lie type over Fq as in Table 10.5,
and suppose M is a proper subgroup of T such that M is divisible by
the primes given in column 2 of Table 10.5. The maximal subgroups of
the families 2B2q, 2G2q, 3D4q, G2q, and 2F4q are known by [40,
19, 20, 8, 37], respectively, from which it is readily checked that the only
examples are T = G2qM = L213 (with q3 q6 = 7 13) and T =
2F42′M = L225 (with q12 = 13 q4 = 5).
Now suppose T belongs to one of the families F4 E6 2E6 E7 E8. We
are trying to prove that M does not exist. So we may assume that M is
maximal in T .
Assume ﬁrst that M is not almost simple. Then the possibilities for M
are given by [34, Theorem 2], and one of the following holds:
(a) M is parabolic, or reductive of maximal rank (listed in [32,
Tables 5.1 and 5.2]);
(b) M is a local subgroup 33 · L33 in F4q, 33+3L33 in E?6q,
22 ×D4q · S4 in E7q, 25 · L52 or 53 · L35 in E8q;
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(c) F∗M is A1qG2q in F4q, A2qG2q in E?6q, A1q2,
A1qG2q, A1qF4q, or G2qC3q in E7q, A1qA?2q, G2q
F4q, or A1qG2q2 in E8q,
(d) F∗M = A5 ×A6 in E8q.
In all cases, M is not divisible by the primes in Table 10.5.
Therefore M is almost simple. Write S = F∗M, a simple group. If S is
alternating, sporadic, or of Lie type in characteristic coprime to p, where
q = pe, then the possibilities for S are given by [35, Theorem 1], and none
of these groups have order divisible by the primes in Table 10.5.
Hence S = F∗M ∈ Liep, the set of simple groups of Lie type in
characteristic p, where q = pe. Say S = Sr, a group of Lie type over Fr ,
where r = pf . Denote by bS the BN-rank of S, and by rS the untwisted
rank of S (i.e., the rank of the corresponding simple algebraic group). By
[17, 5.2.12] we have bS ≤ bT .
At this point we use primitive prime divisors to identify the possibilities
for S, in much the same fashion as in [15] (see [15, p. 520], for example).
Let x = xS be the largest positive integer such that S has a primitive
prime divisor of rx − 1 = pfx − 1 as a factor. Deﬁne xT in a similar fash-
ion, so xT = 30 18 12 18 12 according as T has type E8 E7 E6 2E6 F4
respectively. As qxT = pexT divides M, we deduce that fxS = exT .
From the list of orders of simple groups and the fact that bS ≤ bT ,
we see that xS ≤ xT , with equality if and only if S is of the same type as T ;
but in the latter case we must have r < q, violating the equation fxS = exT .
Hence xS < xT , and so r = pf > pe = q. In particular, r > p.
Next, we apply [33, Theorem 3]. This states that if rS > rT /2, then
either M is reductive of maximal rank, or S is of the same type as T (pos-
sibly twisted) with Fr a subﬁeld of Fq, or S = C4q or F4q in T = E?6q.
None of these possibilities have order divisible by the primes in Table 10.5,
so we deduce that rS ≤ rT /2; that is, the untwisted rank of S is at most
half that of T .
It is now a simple matter to list the possibilities for S satisfying fxS = exT
and rS ≤ rT /2. For example, for T = E8q we have xT = 30 rT  = 8
and the possibilities for S are
A1q15A2q10 2A2q5G2q5 B2q15/2A3q15/2 2A3q5
B3q5 C3q5A4q6 2A4q3 B4q15/4 C4q15/4 F4q5/2
Of these, only A4q6 has order divisible by q30q24; but this group has
a semisimple element of order q30 − 1/q6 − 1 · 5 q6 − 1, whereas
E8q has no such element (it would have to lie in a maximal torus, but
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E8q has no maximal torus of order divisible by this number, by [9]). Sim-
ilar arguments handle all the remaining possibilities for T : for T = E7q,
none of the groups S in the list satisfying fxS = exT  rS ≤ rT /2 have
order divisible by q18q14. For T = E6q, the only S in the list having order
divisible by q12q9 is A3q3, which has an element of order q12 − 1/q3 −
1 · 3 q3 − 1, so is not in T by [9]. For T = 2E6q the possibilities for
S of order divisible by q18q12 are A2q6 2A3q3 B3q3 C3q3, and of
these, only 2A3q3 has order dividing T , and it is ruled out in the usual
way using an element of order q12 − 1/q3 − 1 · 4 q3 − 1. Finally for
T = F4q, the only candidate for S is A2q4, which is ruled out using an
element of order q12 − 1/q4 − 1 · 3 q4 − 1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4 for T an exceptional group of
Lie type.
9.5. T in Table 10.6
The maximal subgroups of all the sporadic simple groups except MBM ,
and Fi′24 are known, and are listed in [7] with the exception of Fi22, Fi23,
Th, and J4, in which cases they are listed in [22, 24, 36, 23], respectively.
The assertions of Table 10.6 follow easily, except for MBMFi′24, in which
case [29, the proof of the proposition, p. 116] gives the result.
9.6. Proofs of Corollaries 5 and 6
The proof of Corollary 5 is simply inspection of Tables 10.1–10.6: these
give the subgroups M of T of order divisible by various collections of
primes, and it is routine to check that among these subgroups, the only
ones for which M · OutT  can be divisible by every prime in πT  are
those given in Table 10.7.
Corollary 6 also follows from a careful inspection of the tables. For those
groups T in Table 10.1, take  to be the set of primes in column 3 of the
table (ignoring the third row for T = PSp 2mq or P2m+1q, and the
second row for T = P−2mq). For T in Table 10.3, take  to be the set
of primes in column 3 of the table. For T in Table 10.4, take  to be the
set of primes in column 2, except when T = U52, in which case take  =
3 5 11. When T is in Table 10.5, take  to be the set of primes in column
2, except when T = G2q, in which case set  = p 7 13, 5 7 13 or
7 13, according to whether q ≥ 5, q = 4, or q = 3, respectively. Finally,
for T in Table 10.6 take  to be the set of primes in column 2, except
when T =M11M12, or M 24; for these cases take  = 3 11, 3 11, or
7 23, respectively.
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9.7. Proof of Corollary 3
Let G be a ﬁnite primitive group with a regular subgroup. If G is almost
simple then clearly conclusion (i) of Corollary 3 holds. If G is of simple
diagonal, compound diagonal, twisted wreath, or afﬁne type, then socG
possesses a regular subgroup: indeed, for the latter two types socG is
regular; for G = Dl T  of simple diagonal type, a normal subgroup T l−1
of socG = T l acts regularly; and for G = Dl T   Sk in product action,
a subgroup T l−1k is regular.
It remains to handle the case where G is a wreath of almost simple
groups; say G ≤ G0  Sk acting on  = k0 , where G0 is almost simple
and primitive on 0, and socG = Tk where T = socG0. Let B be a
regular subgroup of G. If B contains a simple direct factor of Tk, then this
factor acts semiregularly on , and hence T = socG0 acts regularly on
0. But this is impossible, as is shown by the argument at the bottom of
page 395 in [28]. Therefore B contains no simple direct factor of socG,
and so Theorem 1(i) applies, forcing G00 to have a transitive core-free
subgroup, as required.
10. THE TABLES IN THEOREM 4
This section consists of the Tables 10.1–10.7, which are referred to in
Theorem 4 and Corollaries 5 and 6, and have been used throughout the
paper. A little explanation of how to read off information from these tables
is in order.
Consider Table 10.1. The ﬁrst column gives the simple groups T to which
this table applies, apart from some exceptions which are indicated in the last
column (the results for these exceptions are given in Table 10.4). The third
column gives certain collections of prime divisors of T  under the condi-
tions given by column 2, and the fourth column lists those subgroups M
of T which have order divisible by all of these primes. The primes listed
are various primitive prime divisors, the notation for which is explained in
the introduction (after the statement of Theorem 4).
Tables 10.2–10.6 are to be understood in much the same way as
Table 10.1, except that in Table 10.2 the second column gives a collection
of prime powers (rather than primes), and the third column gives those
subgroups M of T which have order divisible by all of these prime powers;
the same occurs at the bottom of Tables 10.3, 10.4 and 10.6.
Finally, Table 10.7 is almost self-explanatory: the ﬁrst column lists those
simple groups T for which there is an almost simple group G with socle T
which possesses a subgroup M (not containing T ) such that πT  ⊆ πM;
the second column lists the possibilities for such subgroups M .
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TABLE 10.1
Primes
T Conditions dividing M Possible M Exceptions
L nq, n even qn, qn−1 none L 62
n ≥ 5 n odd qn, qn−1 qn−2 none L 72
U nq, n odd q2n q2n−4 none U 52
n ≥ 5 n ≡ 0 mod 4 q2n−2 qn none
n ≡ 2 mod 4 q2n−2 q2n−6 qn/2 none U 62
PSp 2mq m odd q2m q2m−2 qm none Sp 62
m ≥ 3 or m even q2m q2m−2 q2m−4 M "−2mq Sp 82
P2m+1q
m ≥ 3 m = 4k ≥ 8 q2m q2m−2 q2m−6 M "−2mq,
or 22m ·A2m+1,
or A2m+δ
1 ≤ δ ≤ 3
P−2mq, q2m q2m−2 q2m−4 none −8 2,
m ≥ 4 −102
m = 4k ≥ 8 q2m q2m−2 q2m−6 M "A2m+δ
1 ≤ δ ≤ 2
P+2mq, m odd q2m−2 q2m−4 qm none +102
m ≥ 4 m even q2m−2 q2m−4 qm−1 M "2m−1q +8 2
TABLE 10.2
Prime powers
T dividing M Possible M Exceptions
PSp 2mq or 2m+1q q2m qa+1m M " PSp 2m/rqr Sp 122
(m even, m ≥ 4) (m/r even)
q2m−2 q
a+1
m M ≤ N+2mq Sp 122,
or A22q = 2m = 10 Sp 82
P+2mq q2m−2 qa+1m M ≤ NSU mq/−1 +8 2,
(m even, m ≥ 4) (m ≡ 2 mod 4) or +122
M "+8 2m = 4 q = 3
Notation: qm − 1qm = qam.
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TABLE 10.3
T = T q Primes
q = pe Conditions dividing M Possible M
L 2q q odd, q = 2m − 1 p q2 none
q = 4 5 9 q = p = 2m − 1 p M ≤ p ·  p−12 
q = 2e e = 3 6 2e 22e none
q = 8 7 7 7 · 2 23 · 7
q = 64 13, 7 none
L 3q p ≥ 5 p q3 none
q > 3 p = 3 q3 q2 none
q = 2e e = 3 q3 q2 none
q = 8 73, 7 none
L 4q p ≥ 5 p q4 q3 none
q > 2 p = 2 3 q4 q3 none
U 3q p ≥ 5 p q6 none
q = 2 3 5 p = 3 q6 q2 none
q = 2e e = 3 q6 q2 none
q = 8 19, 7 none
U 4q p ≥ 5 p q6 q4 none
q > 3 p = 2 3 q6 q4 none
PSp 4q p ≥ 5 p q4 M " PSp 2q2
q > 3 or A7q = 7
p = 3 q4 q2 M " PSp 2q2
q = 2e e = 3 q4 q2 M "−4 q
or Sp 2q2
q = 8 13, 7 M "−4 q,
Sp 2q2 or Sz q
T = T q Conditions Prime powers Possible M
q = pe dividing M
PSp 4q p ≥ 5 p2e+1 q4 none
q > 3 p = 3 q4 qa+12 none
(Here q2 − 1q2 q = 2e e = 3 q4 q
a+1
2 none
= qa2 q = 8 13 72 none
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TABLE 10.4
T Primes dividing M Possible M
L 33 13 13 13 · 3
L 62 31 7 P1 P5L 52
L 72 127 31 none
U 33 7 7 7 · 3L 27
U35 7 5 A7
U 42 5 3 M ≤ 24 ·A5 or S6
U 43 7 5 L34A7
U 52 11 5 M ≤ L 211
U62 11 7 M 22
Sp 62 7 5 S8A8 S7A7
Sp 82 17 7 M "−8 2
Sp 122 31 13 7 M "−122
−8 2 17 7 none
−102 17 11 none
−122 31 13 7 none
+8 2 7 5 M ≤ Pii = 1 3 4 or A9 or 72
+102 31 17 none
+122 31 17 11 112
T Prime powers dividing M Possible M
L 62 31 72 none
U 35 7 52 none
U 42 5 33 none
U 43 7 34 none
U 52 11 32 none
+8 2 7 52 none
+122 11 72 none
TABLE 10.5
T Primes dividing M Possible M
E8q q30 q24 none
E7q q18 q14 none
E6q q12 q9 none
2E6q q18 q12 none
F4q q12 q8 none
2F4q′ q12 q4 L 225q = 2
G2qq > 2 q6 q3 L 213 (where
q3 q6 = 7 13
3D4q q12 q3 none
2G2qq = 32e+1 > 3 q6 32e+1 none
2B2qq = 22e+1 > 2 q4 22e+1 none
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TABLE 10.6
T Primes dividing M Possible M
M11 11 11 11 · 5L 211
M12 11 11 11 · 5L 211M11
M 22 7, 11 none
M 23 7, 23 none
M 24 23 23 23 · 11L 223M23
J 1 11, 19 none
J 2 5, 7 none
J 3 17, 19 none
J 4 37, 43 none
HS 7, 11 M 22
Suz 11, 13 none
McL 7, 11 M 22
He 7, 17 none
Ru 13, 29 none
Ly 37, 67 none
ON 19, 31 none
Co1 13, 23 none
Co2 7, 23 M 23
Co3 7, 23 M 23
Fi22 11, 13 none
Fi23 17, 23 none
Fi′24 23, 29 none
HN 11, 19 none
Th 19, 31 none
BM 31, 47 none
M 59, 71 none
T Prime powers dividing M Possible M
HS 52 11 none
McL 52 11 none
Co2 52 23 none
Co3 52 23 none
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TABLE 10.7
Possible M ∩ T
T with πT  ⊆ πM Remarks
Ac Ak M ≤ Sk × Sc−k p prime, p ≤ c
⇒ p ≤ k
A6 L 25
PSp 2mq mq even M "−2mq
P2m+1q m even q odd M "−2mq
P+2mq m even M "2m−1q
PSp 4q M " PSp 2q2
L 2p p = 2m − 1 M ≤ p ·  p−12  G = T · 2
L 28 7 · 2 P1 G = T · 3
L 33 13 · 3 G = T · 2
L 62 P1 P5L 52
U33 L 27
U35 A7
U 42 M ≤ 24 ·A5 or S6
U 43 L 34A7
U 52 L 211
U62 M22
PSp 47 A7
Sp 48 2B28 G = T · 3
Sp 62 S8A8 S7A7
P+8 2 M ≤ Pi i = 1 3 4A9
G23 L213
2F42′ L 225
M11 L 211
M12 M 11L 211
M24 M 23
HS M22
McL M22
Co2 M 23
Co3 M 23
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